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Senate · queStions 
alcohol policy 
By Bryan Alexander , not necessarily the case. He said. 
At _a UNH . student se1;1~te j the administration was taking 
meetrng on Sun~ay, Jud1cia,l - a more serious look at the 
Coordinator Terry Ollila I alcohol problem at UNH, and 
brought up the administration's that sanctions w~re being stif-
new, stricter alcohol ·policy, fened where appropriate . 
. which has caused severaJ student He explained the riew policy 
senators to speak out in oppo- a's a switching of the punish-
sition. ment-curve, so that all alcohol · 
The riew policy, as stated in; related offenses were looked at 
a letter from Dean of Student in a harsher light 'than before. 
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn prin_ted Kidder referr-ed to a section ' 
in The New Hampshire,ca.lls · in the letter which states the 
for stiffer penalties for alcohol- ; jeopardy' of suspension penalty 
related infractions of. the law: should be placea oh students 
. The (!NH Wildcats cr:tished a -hapless Dartqioutq s~uad 6·6-12 in football ~ct ion Saturday. 
Seefswry_ page 24. JJ?aul Tolm~ phpto) _.· . · ·1, : ¾_" . -- · ~ · r· ,. '. ,,, , 
"All U ffiversi ty Judicial found guilty of a violation 
Boards and Hea_ring Officers are involving alcohol who act in a 
being asked to impose the , behavior which adversely "af-
rpiµimuµi sa,nctioq of jeopardy · fects the community and/ or 
of .sus.p,ension fo~ one full se- . infringes upon_ the rights oL · 
Tailgat\flg restricted 
1 -\ • I \ 
By Rob Costello stre.et from the f1'eld. 'h~o(us·e-- .' d · d d f 24 h " an 1mp0un e or ours. 
Both University and Durham Officers will be stationed at Along w·ith check~ng LD.'s 
police will be heavily patrolling each enn:·ance and exit of ·each at the entrances_ and throughout 
the tailgating lots and the streets field. They will not only watch the tailgate areas, strict limits 
of Durham during Homecom- : for alcohol leaving the lots, but have again been imposed on how 
ing activities-this fall, according will also ask for identification , much alcohol one car may bring 
to borh depirtmems. if a driver <;>fa car trying to enter into the lots. Each car is limited 
. Homecoming, which reunites the lot doesn't look of age. to two cases of beer. If more, is 
univerisity alumni every 'fall, "It's just a judgement call," found in a c.u, the car will be 
has in the past been highlighted said Public Safety Captain Ri- - denied entrance. 
by the tailgate partie$ wh·ich chard Conway. "If it looks lik~ ' Large trucks an-1 Winnebe-
occur before, during, and after : the driver of the vehicle is gos, which are restricted to A-
the game. ~~derage .and there is probable lot, will most likely be searched 
·. This year police will be taking cause of alcohol in the car, then - for excessive amounts of alcohol 
mcner wh,<:me 'v er -a stu- others." · 
c;lent/ student organization has Nonetheless, several senators 
been found guilty of a violation ·remained unhappy with the 
i?volving alcohol," Sanborn stricter policy. S'tudent Body, 
wrote. · · . President Jay Ablondi voiced 
SAFO Business Manager Jim opposition because he said it 
Griffith said the administration "stressed pep~lization, not ed-
was making a big storm about ucation." 
a subject which did not warrant 'The energy of the policy 
it. should be to educate-the students 
"We have got to te.11 the instead of looking to overpe-
administratibn not to make a nalize students," said Ablondi. 
·big deal over some_ things that · "It seems tht administration 
are minor," said · Griffith. is trying -to play the part of Big 
"Enough important things occur · Brother," said Griffith. "UNH 
that I don't think that every time should educate and encourag~ 
a freshman in Stoke gets caught responsible drinking. These 
with beer in the hall that he be policjes are counterproductive." 
up for suspension." Another problem Ollil<J. spoke 
· several steps to curb the mass . the officers will ask for positive , 
underage drinking that has identification." 
upon entrance. . _ 
"The field house, which spon-
s,Qrs the activities," said Conway, 
"has a 'written tailgating policy 
which we have to follow and 
impps_e. Along with that, the 
dri_~king age is twenty-one 
"Enforcement of this rule of was overcrowding in the 
according to Dean Kidder-Zs' judicial boards. The UNH ju-
recommendations could possi- dicial hoard is divided into two 
bly deny a student an education," · sections, the University Judicial 
said Griffith in a phone inter- Board and the Associate Judicial 
historically occured at the evem. "The.only way- people will be 
University police wil1'\l)atrol able to bring alcohol into the 
Boulder field and the 100 Club lots is by car," Conway added, 
. parking lot at the north end ~f "and if an officer determines 
the football field. The p0-lice will tha,r an underage person is 
· - also patrol A-lot, the Uniyersity trying ·· to 'transport alcohol into 
· owned parking lot __ across the the lots, their car will be towed TAILGATING, page 11 
. view after the meeting. "Do two ·Board. UJB .handles major cases -
minor rule infractions constitute such as rape or assault,' while 
a suspension from school?" the associate board handles· 
~ Associate Dean of Students 
William Kidder said this .was SENATE, page 9 
\ .. 
MATT LAMSTEIN 
Lamsteiri named.council president 
By MaryBeth Lapin_ . called ~~e T~io Progr_a~s. !he- ·Depattqient of Edu~ation. continue in his position .as 
Matthew_ Lam~te!n, director name 1~ a sl_ightl~ 1:1isleadrng, According to Lamstein; most director of Upward Bound. This 
of the _U niversiq~ s Upward Lamstem said. Ongmally therr of the programs in the Council, year, as president-elect, Lam-
Boµ~d program, w_as na_med were only _thre;<; p_r~?rams, were created in response •to the stein said he will be learning 
-pres1d~nt-elect of _the National hence the title Tr10 , thert 1960's concern about civil rights · and prep·aring for his year as 
, Co~nctl of ~d~cat1onal Oppor- ~nother progra~ was .added and and poverty. The Council or- Council president. As president 
tumty Ass~Kiations (NC~OA). it seemed-.eas1er· to keep the ganizes programs to educate Lamstein will travel around the 
Accordrng to Lams tern, the same name. · ' Congress a,hout the needs of nation to meef with adminis-
NC~OA represent~ several ed- The _four .Trio Programs are poor and minority students.' · trators from various Council 
ucat_1onal oppor_tumry. p_rograms , Educat~onal 'Falent Sea_rch, the "Our intention is to protect organizations. "It will be a good 9 
de_sig~ed to _aid ~ow rn_come, Educanon_al Oppo~turnty C~n- the funding of programs like opportunity for me to lea~n 
mmonty and phys1Cal~y,d1s~ble_d ter, Spe_cial Se~v1ces (which Upward Bound," Lamstein said, about educational leadership, '. ' ..r 
studen.t_s. 1:he Co~ncil s aim ~s works-with low mcome college "and to promote awareness in . Lamstein said. · . · 
to _provid~ coup~elmg, a~a~e~ic . students), and '£!pward ~ound: _ Congress by writing letters, "These programs' really open 
s~ills and m some <::ases fmancial a program helpmg low-mc?me organizing visiting speakers and up channels for students that 
aid. _ . . high. school studen~s get· rnto working on legislation." didn't exist before," Lamstein 
Ther~ are fou~ prmople pr?- college. All the programs are The Council is ·a non-profit 
grams rncluded m the Council, funded by grants _from the organization, so Lamstein will LAMSTEIN, page 9 
I 
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MUB perspectives-
!}y Bob Bosworth 
If the Memorial Union Build-
ing were .a cruiseliner, a traveler 
could spend a month at sea 
without seeing all this structure 
has to offer. · 
' The builchng, commonly 
known as the MUB, is the 
campus community cent~r for 
the University of New Hamp-
shire. With a student body-_of 
'about 10,500, there is something 
for· everyone in this build.ing, 
-a gift from UNH alu_mni. 
~ 
Two coeds sit at a.table in the 
MUB Pub quring noontime _ 
.earing lunch. -
·· Mary Smart, 21, a comwuter, 
eats a ham and cheese sandwich ,. 
whife scanning her nutrit,ion 
notebook. · · · ~ 
Smart explains that her sche-
dule gives her a half hour 
between afternoon chi'sses twice 
a w~~k to come to the Pub· to 
have lunch. 
In it you'U find a convenience 
store, television lounge, meeting 
rooms, copy machines, an i-ce 
cream shop, a cafeteria and 
games area to name a few of its . 
· "The Pub is great if ypu don't 
have the time to go home to fix/ 
yourself lunch," she said. 
Kathleen Scannel, 21, also a 
commuter,_ nods. _.-,The food 
prices are very reasonable and 
the food is pretty good, too. 
WUNH is one of the many student groups located in the MUB offering practical experience. 
J (Stu Evans photo) . .· 
· , offerings. 
Here are a few samples of life 
within the MUB: 
• 
Peter Waisgerber, 19, and a 
sophomore, punches a few but-
tons at the MUB' s 24 hour 
_automatic bank teller. It is 11 :30 
p.m. on a Monday night. 
'Td be fo~t without this 
thing," says Waisgerber, taking 
his bank .card Jrnm the ma- . 
chine's slot.· . ·: ... ~ 
Waisgerber e_xplains he must 
pay a parking ticket early to-
morrow morning or Public 
Safety will add $15 to his fine. 
"I get so-busy I have to come 
here to do a lot of my _panking. 
. It's definit~ly a convenience," 
he said. --· 
"Now I can do some studying 
and not worry about that ticket." ·. 
- Waisger~~r puts a few crisp 
bills into liis wallet' and scurries 
-, from the fo-bby ' towards the· 
library. 
"Even when I have the time 
to go home I'll come he.re to eat 
anyway and just hang out," says 
Scannel. 
• 
· Eric Mayor, 21, business man-
ager and a disc jockey at 
WUNH~ the student-run radio 
station located in the MUB's 
· "Power Alley" section, ,sits 
behind. three turntables set up 
on a table in the on-air studio. 
Mayor juggles three albums 
and turns a few knobs. The tall, 
slender student dressed in a 
wh'ite t-shirt and 'blue jearis 
plays a J. Geil's-album on the 
middle turntable. 
"I love this job. ·The expe-
. rience I'm getting is invaluable," 
says Mayor as he puts on anoth-
_er album. •- · 
Mayor points out the MUB 
is full of student groups offering 
prac'iical experience. . . 
1 
"What l ~ve learned in ·this 
studio IS something I .could 
never learn in a classroom." entrance, makes: about $30,000 another Durham Red Cross 
About 80 students, mostly a year which goes back 'int.o Bloodmobile with various Red 
disc jockeys, work at the station. · · MU:§ projects. Cross personnel prepared to 
• One of those projects was the assist the tnany students who 
Donald Harley, MUB busi- , '$80,0-00 worth of renovations · will donate blood. · · 
ness manager, goes over a report in the Pub this summer. New Michael Dinapoli, 21, lies on 
in his office located in the tables, chairs, and floor now a plastic bed smiling. With a 
Student Activities Office on the furnish the Pub. needle in his left arm he said, 
MUB's first floor. . _ "It's still not . top notch but "This is the first time I've given 
"Our job is to .serve students . it's a much needed improve- blood here." 
here. We try to minimize our ment,~' said Harley. - - Dinapoii says every student 
expenses and maximize our • , should give blood. "If UNH 
services," Harley said: , Michelle Dupuis, MUB sche- pulled together, w~ could help 
The MUB's first. goal, said duler, sits 'in a small office in so many people, even o.ur-
Harley, is to employ students. front of a computer organizing · selves." 
According to Harley, there are a sch~dule for student groups Jarry Stearns, Durham Red · 
about 300 students presently requesting the use of the MUB's Cross Blood Chairperson, moves 
employed, 60 percent of whom 14 meeting rooms. , around the large -room anxious-
. are work study. · About 40 activities take pla~e · ly. . · · , -. · · 
"We'll have as many as 500 in the 14 rooms per day, enough · The level of blood inventory 
stµdents working in the MUB to handle 1700 people. in New Hampshire and Ver-
over the course of the school · Two male students come in mom is only 50 percent. 
year," ~farley said. to her office and request a room. · "That's a dangerously low 
Other goals are to provide "No problem. You're all set," level. We count on UNH SQ 
convenience with low prices and Dupuis said looking up from the much for blood," Stearns said. 
to make enough money to sup- computer's screen. Since 1951, bloodmobiles held 
port orq.er MJJB programs. • . at the -MUB have consisteridy 
' Harley "said the'Cat's'Closet, ·' TheM-Ufd' biggesFroorri,' iner led' all 'other_ tlri-ves l- i'n N€'W 
a smal'l c::0nvenience srnre ;lol Granite Sfate Room, which 
cated near the MUB's main holds 800 peopl_e, is set up for 
-MUB, page 18 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
' . . ,• 
-Daniloff released from 
Soviet custody 
American journalist Nicholas Daniloff was freed 
yesterday, after hours of negotiations .between 
Secretary Schultz and Soviet Foreign Minister 
Shevardnadze in New York. At the same time, U.S. 
officials released Gennadiy Zakharov who was being 
held onspying charges since August 23. 
The United States claims Danilo ff was arrested 
in retaliation to Zakharov' s case. The Soviet's denied 
th.is and' claimed Zakhbrov was framed by the F.B.l. 
Report of _American aid 
in Costa Rica 
Residents of ~iberia, Costa Rica said Sunday that 
Americans were involved-in the construction of 
a military-size airstrip near the Nicaraguan border. 
The r~sid~:nts, v.:ho wer~ also involved in building 
th_e austnp, $aid that It may be used .to supply 
· - NICaraguan gaerrillas or American military. 
These accounts directly contradict official · Costa 
~ican government explanations. The U.S. embassy 
rn San Jose refused to comment on the airfield, 
as, did . the Defense Department spokesman in 
Washingt<?n. 
. . Allresiden·ts of Alaska who-have lived there for 
. at least hal(a· year will receive ·a check for $556.29, .. 
·part of -the profits from the state's oil investments. · 
.. This yea-r's is the biggest annual dividend ever. . _ 
_ The to_tal $29~.9 millio~ js to be split among 
· - the 530,009 men, v.,oinen, and children· of Alaska. 
I 
U n d e r w a t e r h· o t e I 
planned 
for Key Largo 
/ . 
The opening of another hotel in Florida may 
not sound like big news. This new hotel, however, 
will be 30 · feet 'beneath the ocean's surface. 
Entrepreneurs in Key Largo have spent over 
$500,000 turning a former marine resea,rch lab into 
a three suite lodge, . ' _ 
· For $250-$300 a day, you can s"pend 24-hours 
in a suite 20 feet long and _eight feet in diarpeter. 
The rooms include a VCR, a CD player, a refrigerator, 
a microwave oven and a shower. All meals, electricity 
and, of course, oxygen are included in the fee. 
Russia warns of 
counteraction 
The Soviet Foreign ministry, i~ response to 
President Reagan'.s e~pulsion of 25 Soviet diplomats, 
warned that they will promptly retaliate for 
Washington's moye. T~is latest developmen,t puts 
another hurdle in the path of the Soviet/ American . 
summit meetings. . · · 
. . The Soviets, at, the ve~y least, are asking that 
the expulsion be moved from next Mon4ay to next_ 
Wednesday. A U.S, o:fficial said' the threat .was 
designed to put pressure on the United States to 
qujckly come to an agreement in the spy case . . 
·r 
Journalists allowed to 
visit nuclear test site 
The Soviet government Sunday took a small group 
of western journalists to Central Asia to visit an 
underground nuclear test site. This was the first 
time that _ the site was open to_ the media. The event 
·was seen as an attempt by the Soviets , to draw 
attention to their year-old moratorium on under-
ground nuclear testing. "The aim of our journey 
is to show that our test site is silent." -said a Defense · 
Ministry official. 
No American journalists were invited to the tour. 
Washington declined to join the moratorium which 
began August 6, 1985, saying that it was primarily 
a publicrelations move. · · 
Suit filed against Disney 
Jor a boozing Mickey · . 
Paula Makopoulos of East Hanover N.J. has filed 
a law suit against Dis_p.ey World in ;Florida. The 
federal court suit alleges that a drunken peq,on 
portraying Mickey Mouse attacked her four year-
old son at Walt Disney World. She is asking for 
. $3 million from Walt Disney and another $3 million 
from the unidentified . person in the mouse suit, · 
Makopoulos charges that ·her son was throw·n , ' 
against a st_eel railing after he grabbed-Mickey 
. Mouse's tail outside of Cinderella's Castle, in June 
. ''of ,1983. · , 
~ \ 
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·UNH provides an 
educated/ option 
By Marla G. Smith 
In an attempt to widen the 
range of homecoming weekend 
activities, the University is 
. providing a three-hour program , 
Saturday, Oct. 4. 
The lecture purposely coin-
cides with the time of the UNH 
vs. Connecticut football game. 
According to Joseph Phelan, 
vice president for alumni affairs 
and development, the lecture 
. is part of an ·effort to .make' 
educational events available at~ 
all alumni events in addition 
to social and athletic ones. 
"People look at the U niver-
sity as an educational entity, so 
it makes sense · to offer an 
alternative to s·porting or social 
association. "On or off-campus 
activities should have education-
al components," said Ph~lan. 
The program, entitled ·~Na-
thaniel Hawthorne's New Eng-
land," will be headed by David 
Watter~ of the English Depart-
ment. Watters will help partic:. . 
ipants examine Hawthorne's 
vision of a changing New Eng-
land of yesteryear and today. 
A second lecture during home-
coming weekend will be deli-
vered by history professor Paul 
Brockelman. He will discuss 
religious traditions as part of 
the Fall Faculty Le<;:ture Serie_s 
on changing values in America. 
Two porses playing to the camera ouside of Barton Hall early last week. (Ronit Larone phot~) 
. ,activities at alumni events," said 
Phelan. The availability of an 
"educational component" he 
said, can help "recapture what 
it was like to be--in a class.room 
with a highly skilled professor." 
Brockelman'.s lecture is free 
and open to the public. It will 
begin Friday, Oct. 3, at 8 p.m.-
at the Elliot Alumni Center. 
Anyone interested in attend-
ing the Hawthorne -lecture 
should cori:t'ac_t Joanne White 
·at .the Ah1mni Office at 862-
2040, The cost is $9 for profes-
sors, alumni and students and -
all are invited to attend. 
Demers campaigns. in Horton Phelan said the-decision of 
adding intellectual options came 
from. a meeting o( the alumni By Joanne Bourbeau 
Legislator Jim Demers, New 
Hampshire's Democrar-ic can-
didate for United States Con-
g~ess, held a captivated audience 
of Dr. Robert Craig's political 
science class, ''Parties, Interest 
-Groups, .and Voters," yesterday 
as he spoke about the difficulties 
of a "typkal campaign." 
, Demers, a 30 year-old grad-
uate of the University of Miami, 
said, "People don't ·realize the 
sacrifice a candidate makes 
when he'!, on the _campaign 
. trl;!..i1': " , Because he thinks a; 
personal-type campaign is crit-
ical, Demers attributed a lot of 
door~knocking and hand-
shaking to his success in the last. 
primary. 
Demers tried to poin.t out 
some considerations that hav~ 
to be made wh,en planning a. 
campaign--one of which is mo-
ney.- "If you want to raise a 
significant amount of money, 
you have .to pick up tqe phone 
<!-nd ask for it," he said.~ 
Demers raised over $J00,000 
to help him win the primary, 
he-said, most of whichd~pended ' ~ -2. , .... -G '\ 
4- , ,I. f" • ":I ' J _ {.; 1 __ ,,.. • 1 • ! ~ l: 
Jim Demers, Democratic candidate for ·Congess, left, spo~e 
-in Horton yesterday. (Stu Evans photo) - ,, 
Committee to· • give 
By MaryBeth'Lapin 
The selection committee for 
the Lindberg Annual Award is 
accepting nominations fo.r an 
outstanding scholar-teacher in 
· . the College of Liberai Arts. 
The award was established 
last ,spring by· Dean Stuart 
Palmer; in memory of Professor 
Gary· Lindberg, a professor of 
English. -
.According _to the selection 
I 
committee, criteria for nomi-
nation should reflect Lindberg's 
outstandi-ng achievements as 
a scholar and teacher. Commun-
ity and university service are· 
also imp_ortant qualities. . 
The selection committee con., 
sists of eight professors from 
-a variety of departments and 
one student representative. 
They will award $2500 to the 
nominee who mo-st closely ex-
on $10 and $20 contributions 
from individual supporters. ' 
_ Demers also attributed a 
candidate's physical appearance 
to success. "This is the day and 
age of packaging .and selling 
candidates," he said, "They look 
good, they sound good ... they 
make you feel 'good about voting 
Vets fast for p~ace 
for them.'.' ' 
Demers also found time to 
address the students about their 
own political awareness. 
"Young people have to prove 
to the politicia-ns that their 
issues mat;ter~'.'. he said.' ''Yo'u· 
reall3/.'ca:n b~-the- clec~ding f a~tor 
in who wins and who doesn't." 
When asked about the student 
· issues he feels are most impor-
tant in the upcoming election, 
_Demers adamently supported 
the Higher Education Bill that 
was passed in Congress a few 
days ago,1 increasing the ai;nount 
of money for student loans and 
increasing the cumulative ceil-
ing so t,hat each student could 
receive more loan money than 
in the past. 
Demers' opponent Bob Smith 
was one of the 2 5 members of 
Congress who voted to elimi-
nate the Student Loarf Program 
over the next five years, he 
pointed out. 
"If we' re going to cut out the _ 
most important program that . 
gives middle -class famili'es a 
chance to pursue a college 
_education then we've created 
... a setting so that a college 
ed\1,catio~ is only for the rich 
... he sard. 
"I think that if there's any 
issue that should motivate this 
campus to want to-be involved 
1 
in politics this year, that's the -
one," said Demers. 
By Kristy Markey 
On Sunday Sept. 28 the Vete-
rans For Peace Organization 
sponsored a ,-rally on Boston 
Common, to'"_Promote awareness 
of four U.S. veterans fasting in 
Washington. . _ 
- Chades Liteky and Geo,rge 
Mizo begari . fasting on Sep~. 1. . 
Th~nv~r.e ,jp.i.ned b,y ,D1,1rican . 
Murp);iy and Brian Wilson on 
Sept. 15. According to a press 
release issued by, the fosters, they 
will fast until death unless the 
United States halts its war on 
Nicaragua. 
· Corey Washington, 20, a -
linguistics 'student at Massachu-
setts lnstitute·of Te~hnology, 
was one of many college stu-
dents at the rally. According to 
Washington; ~ollege students 
are beginning to organize 
around Central American issues. 
Washington is a: member of a 
pe.ace group at M.I.T. · 
'The media doesn't cover any · 
protests or demonstrations on 
Central America,''_ said Wa-
shington. "This is why no one 
knows about the fast." · 
Washington explained that 
a lack of media coverage for 
college events concerning Cen-
tral America makes .it difficult 
for college students to organize 
·and coordinate local activities. 
Linda Shoemaker, 21, a his-
tory student at Simmons College 
in Boston, said, ''I think it's 
(Central America) an issue 
whose time has finally come. 
The more college students be-
Lindberg• Award 
emplifies the qualities of an dent wants to acknowledge a 
"outstanding scholar-teacher." ·teacher who m.iy not have a lot _ 
Professor of Microbiology · of scholarly works under · his or 
Galen Jones s-aid teaching eva- her. belt, nomination for this 
luations and reputation with award would be a "very approp-
colleages and other scholars will riate way to show ~uppott." 
be more important considera-- _ Since this is the first award, 
t_ions than amount of work - Jones said it is difficult to say 
_ published or performed. 'The : exactly what the committee will 
emphasis is. r;nore on teaching be looking for,' or the number · 
· th-a.non writing," J,one.s sa~d. -. ~ 
A;ccording to Jones, if a stu.: - AWARD, page 18 
come aw~re, the more ·they are 
going tcf feel compelled to do 
something about ihe situation. 
Especially considering .that col- . 
lege students may be fighting 
this war soon." 
At the rally, some of the U.S. 
veterans warned the crowd that 
the government may attempt-
-co r.einstate the drafa for1 a .war i 
in Central America. However, 
_President Reagan has said that -
the purpose of Contra aid is to 
avoid direct U.S. military inter-
vention in Central America. 
_ George-_ Mizo, a "'Vietnam 
veteran who has been fasting 
since September 1, made a brief 
appearance at the rally. "I do 
- not want to die," said Mizo. "I 
love life too much.-This is a fast 
for life, for the lives of Central 
Americans." · 
Veterans at the rally passed 
out blue armbands, and encour-
aged people t:o wear them in 
support of the fast. According 
to Rick Kohn, a student at the 
University of New Hampshire, 
the UNH Committee on Central 
America (COCA) will be pass-
ing out blue armbands on the 
UNH campus this Wednesday. 
Mizo said he felt a little weak. 
"Spiritually and :mentally I feel 
great," he said. Mizo said this 
would be his last publ-ic appear--
ance due to his lack of strength. 
Mizo said the fast would con-
tinue until the veterans see "~ 
- significant escalation of action 
on the part of the American 
people." 
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What do you think of the Homecoming 
· · alCoholpolicy? · · · ·· ·· 
nit's one weekend out cd 
the year to. have a_ good 
time. I thin_k _they s,hould 
let things go a · tittle. Keep 
it in control but let people 




''I understand the ret!sons 
why they_ do it. Safety is 
their main concern, as long 
as. they allow people to 
have a good time.,, · · · · 
. -Bill Grace 
· Junior 
Hotel 
''They are being consistent 
with the alcohol policy 
across campus by being 
stricter in general. People . 
-will have to . be more ciiu::. ;:· 
tious, but they'll still have 
a blast." 
-Jane Calvin 
, · Junio~ 
Biochemistry -
"I thiii,k stricter policies are 
, great. 'there should be less ~ 
drinkflJg at homecoming . 
- (l;n,d le~s drinking altogeth-
.. . , .. ,, ·;·,,.,· 
er. 
-James Ray '. , , . ' 
. Sophmore 
. Engineering .·, 
!::; .) 
Trials ahead for UNH riders 
By Karen Brophy As this is the end oFthe· bring fam!ly and friends, too." 
An excited air has overtaken . season/ this• is one of the .last 
the Animal Science Department · . trials of the year. Although the 
this week. O'i:1 · Oct. 4 and 5~ trials take place on Homecom-
.weeks of preparation will come · ing, Briggs feels there will be 
together, and the UNH Fall a g0od·t.urnout. "It is out thir-
Briggs ·expects the trials will· ·•. 
run smoothly. "It is wonderful · 
to see all the beautiful horses 
and riders ·;in the trials. It ;hould 
be a fun time .fo~ everyone·." 
. Horse Trails will take place. · teenth year, and we have a fot 
- ( The everit, hosted by the of steady people. A lot of people 
· Rain or shine, the trials will 
take place. 
UNH AnimalSciepce. Depart-
ment, w·ill consist of 110 riders 
from all New Englarid States. 
There will be riders from Can-
ada, New York, arid the Mid-
West. Also riding will be three 
U.S. Olympic Team rid.ers, 
including a silver medal winner. 
"The riders compete in three 
phases," said J~net Briggs,. one 
of the event coordinatnrs. 
On the first day riders will 
compete in the dressage phase 
of the trials. This is formalized 
artistic riding where the riders 
show control over the horses, 
and th~ poise posessed. This 
phase will begin . at 8 a.m. at 
· Green Acresi Farm o·n Drew 
Road in Dover. ., 
On ·the second day compet-
itors will participat·e in the 
remaining tw·o phases of the 
trials. The first phase is cross-
country jumping, in which the-
horses ride .through a one and 
one-half mile jumping course. 
The. riders then compete in 
the final phase, stadium jump-
ing. This is jumping man-made 
o_bstacles in a ri~g as opposed 
to on a cross-country course. 
This phase will take place at the 
UNH Light Horse Center, Mast 
. Roatl, Durham, from 8 a.m. to 
4p.m.' 
There will be six UNH stu-
dents competing in the trials,. 
-and 80 to 100 students involved 
with the event. -These students 
will help with the organization 
of the show. 
"The students hold an official 
capacity," states Briggs. "They 
are a very important part of the 
event." 
The trials consist of three 
levels of riders. The most ad~ 
vanced is the open prdiminary 
followed by the preliminary, and 
then the training. 
There will be five divisions 
based on age, skill o( the ~iders, 
and the training of the horses. 
WE AT,, MACAO ASK: 
-WHY DO YOUR 
GUESlS GET TO 
SLEEP ON _ 
YOUR FUTON 




· •Food and Weight 
Control Pro.blems 
• Specialized Treat-. 





LET us·Do THE COOKING ·, 
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 30 






WE DNESDA Y-OCT6i3ER 1 
Polichenke 




Cream of Salmon 
Sour Cream Fudge Cake . 
THURSDAY OCTOBER 2 
Cheese Enchil-adas · 
Chili 
Colache Mixed Veg 
Mexica~ Rice 
Cream of Zucchini 
Chourizo Soup 
Churros 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 3 
Let the Mub Staff prepare lunch for yo.u 




- Green -Beans 
Cream of Carrot 
· Karwendle Soup __ 
Strawberries & Mandaria Oranges 
PISTACHIO'S 
New Hours 8:00a~-11 :00pm 
Stop by for coffee &-donuts 
(or even ice cream)!! 
NIGHT GRll~L SPr:·CIALS· 
Monday-Hamborger · 
Tuesday-Grilled Cheese w / Ham 
Wednesday-BLT 
Thursday-Chicken Salad $andwich 




Watch for TG IF 
F·riday afternoons from 4-?pm 
The happiest 3 hours ·all week! 
MUB ON WHEELS 
su-nny Days 
We are back for .Fall 
Stop by for some of our delicious Falafel and Subs!! 
CATERING 
ShDw a friend you care with one of our Goodie Packages 
Order Now: 862-2046 
Deliver anywhere on campus 
;TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 
. . 
-WOMEN'S FIELD rf OCKEY ~at D~rtmoUth 
. WOMEN'S SDCCER-at Boston College 
.: WOMEN'S TENNIS-at .Central Conn. 
MEN'S SOCCER-vs. PLYMOUTH STATE, 3 p.m. 
PAGE FIVE 
--MUSO ART & LECTURE SERIES-The debate with Sarah 
Weddington and Phyllis Schlafly. C~n~rove~sial subje~ts- ·. 
ERA, nuclear weapons, Reagan a9m1rnstrat!.on, abor_r1on, 
econ9mics. Granite State Room; _MUB,.8 p.m. TICkets avail.able 
at MUB Ticket Office, students $4, general $6. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1 
MEN'.S TENNIS-at Boston University 
. THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2 
Last day to withdraw and qualify for 1/2 tuition refund 
WOMEN'S_ FIELD HOCKEY-at NE, vs .. UCal Berkeley 
WOMEN'S SOCCER-vs: ~NH COLLEGE, 3 p.m: 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIM-"Some Physical Aspects 
o.f _Bas_in and Range E~ten~ional ,Tectonics," _by Dr; Brian 
W1ern1Cke, Harvard Urnvers1ty, Room 119,James, 4 p.m. 
MUSO FILM-'{'Animal House," Strafford Room, MUB, 7 
& 9:30 p.m. Students $1, general $2. 
MUB PUB-Now Sound Express, 9 p.m: 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3 . 
Homecoming Week~nd 
WOMEN'S TENNIS~at Tufts 
MEN'S SOCCER-vs. MAINE, 3 p.m. 
MEN'S TENNIS-vs. CONNECTICUT, Field House, 3 p.m. 
HOMECOMING BONFIRE-Featuring UNH Marching Band, 
Lower Quad, 7 p.m. 
- FACULTY LECTURE SERIES-"Renewii:ig Our Religious 
Traditions," Paul Brockelman, professor of P_hilosophy and 
Religious Studies,. Alumni Center, 8, p.m. 
MUSO CONCERT-The Fools with.special guests, Red Line. 
MUB Pub, 9 p.m. . 
The N.ew Hampshire (USPS 37?-280) is publis~ed and di,scribu~eQ semi~ · -
·weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located :n R~om 
--151 of the Memorial Union Building; UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business . . 1 
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year s~bscripcion:-
<~4.00 . Thin:l dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advemsers should 
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
·responsible for cypograph•-::al or ocher errors, but will reprin~ that f~rt 
of an advertisement in which-a typographical erro~ appears, if noufaed 
immediately. POSTMASTER send address changes co The New Hampshire, 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
· by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. 
HURRY ORDER YOUR HOMECOMING SHIBTS TODAY! 
, New Hampshire 
' P~!T~I~S?E:KS 
.\cn;r1p the llnin·nfr_J· 1;,i,·c !<J7;-.; 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Item~ · 
In-House Art Dept 
603/431-8319 
3131 Lafayette Road (Rte 1 l • \ortsmouth. N.H 
- Dr. Lewis E. Palosky-. -· 
Optometrist · 
• EYES EXAMINED,GLASSES FITTED 
. • COMPLETE EYEGLASS .SERVICES , 
with IN-HOUSE LABO RA TORY 
•CONTACT LENS SERVICES 
featuring "Feel Safe" Plan: 
90 day, 100% refundable fee 
No obligation in-office trial 
Free one year office visits · 
Large selection of Serengeti, Bucci, Vuarnet, and Ray Ban-sunglasses 
-eye contact unlimited _·_ 
In the Old Harbour Distnct Open Mon-Sat, 10 am 
123 MARKET STREET, PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801 • 603-436-1200 
'• 
) 
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'OTICES 
' ACADEMIC 
DISCovery CLUSTERS OPEN: Two of the three 
DISCovery microcompu}er Clusters are open. 
Location: Stoke and McConnell (for;mer public 
terminal clusters). Students wishing to use either 
the AT&T 6300 or the Macintosh Plus PC must 
attend an orietitation session. Sessions will gener;illy 
be held at 9:10, H:10, 1:10 and 3:10 in either Stoke 
· or McConnell. Check cluster doors for exact times 
and locations. Additional,,information: Jack Dudley, 
DISCovery Consultant STOKE 8!52-3665. 
· WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP PROGRAM: / 
Informational meeting -for students interested. 
All major-s encouraged to apply . Internships 
available in a variety o_f settings in Washington, 
D.C. Wednesday, October 1, Room 314, McConnell, 
5 p.m. · 
TIPS ON EXAM PREPARATION: Sponsored by 
Non-Traditional Student Center: Do you find 
yourself studying the s.ame material over and over, 
or not having enough time to review ev,erything 
at least once? No matter how you currently prepare 
for exams, you'll be sure to learn a few . tips at this 
workshop. _Monday, October 6, Underwood House1 
3~4:30 p:m. Information: 862-3647. 
STATISTICS ANXIETY: Sponsored by Non-
Traditional Student Center. This workshop is 
inttmded .to .help you examine your approach to 
statistics _and what you can do to deal more effectively 
with one of the most difficult subjects taught at 
. UNH. Facilitated by Prof. Larry Hamilton of the 
Sociology Dept. Tuesday, October 7, Underwood 
House, 1-2 p.m. Information 862-3647 . . ' 
) ' 
· · ATHLETICS AND RECREATION , 
·SQUASH CLUB: Interested in a good time join 
the Squash Club. Lessons, tournaments, clinics, 
round robins, mystery events for beginners to 
expert~. Tuesdays, Field House, 6:30-8 p.m. 
BAHAMAS BLAST '87: Sponsored by-NHOC. Sail ·· 
away to the Bahamas during spring break, March 
14-21. A deposit of $50 due by-Oct. 7, total cost 
$625 . Sign up in Room 129, NHOC, MUB, 
Mon/Wed/Fri, 10 a.m. to noon or Tues/Thur, 6-
7 p.m. . ' 
. ROCK CLIMBING AND HIKING FIRESIDE 
TRIP: Join us on Hallowee'n weekend for a· rock -
climbing and hiking extravaganza in the White 
Mountains, Oct. 31 to Nov.2. No experience 
necessary. Cost $25 per person. Contact David 
Denny, 659-7257, Sarah Phillips, 659-7402 or sign 
up with Carol Ober, Dean of St_µdents, Hudd·leston. 
· CAREER 
ORIENTATION WORKSHOP: Sponsored by . 
Career Planning & Placem~nt. Mandatory for 
graduating stude1:ns (12/86, 5/87, 8/87) wishing 
to utilize ·care·er services, on-campus recruiting 
and/ or credentials file. Tuesday, September 30 
and Thursday, October 2, For~rn Room, Library, 
4-6 p:m. 
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL 
.FAIR: Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. 
Over 45 ~chools recruiting for their specific 
programs. Thursday, October 9, Strafford Room, 
MUB? ld a,.m. to 2 p.m. "'- . 
COMP'!'JTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed· 
below. Registration is required. Call 3667 or stop 
by-Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. All courses are held 
in the Stoke Cluster classroom u-nless otherwise 
spedfied: 
LOTUS 1.2.3.: A btief tutorial on ~n "integrated 
applications" .program for m.ic;rocomputers. Build-
. ing, editing and printing spreadsheets are:disrnssed. 
Prereq: familiarity with your microcomputer. · 
Monday, October 6 and Wednes'day, October-8, . 
9:30-noon, $.6.00. · .. 
BEGINNING VAX/VMS: Covers essential skills 
for those who need to use application programs 
on the VSM operating system. Prereq: experience 
with another timeshari,ng system. Wednesday, 
October 8, 1:30-4 p.m., $3. 
/ 
1/ 
ADMINISTRATIVE VAX INTRODUCTION: 
Covers setting up directories, sub~directories via 
MISLOGIN.COM and how to move around in the 
directories. Symbols and logicals are also discussed. 
Prereq: Archimedes user. Thursday, October 9, 
9:30-11 a.m., $3. 
GENERAL -
HOMECOMING ROAD RACE WORKERS.· 
NEEDED: Anyon~ interested in helping out with 
this years Homecoming Road Race, .October 4, 
contact Michele Arbour, Rec. Sports, Room 151, 
, Field House, 862-203 L 
TAVOLA ITALIANA: Practice your conversational 
s~ills in Italian. Bring your own lunch. Coffee, tea 
available at modest cost. Wednesdays, Room 104B, 
Murkland, noon to 1 p.m. · 
, GERMAN COFFEE HOUR: Speak German with 
other students at informal gatherings. Bring\your 
own munchies, we supply the coffee. Thursdays, 
Room 9,_ Murkland, noon to 2 p.m. , 
NEW ENGLAND SAMPLER-REGIONAL MUS-
ICAL TRADITIONS: Sponsored,by Media Services. , . 
A program of Irish Music with The Blac_kwater 
String Band, Fr-iday, October 3 and A program of 
Franco-Ame~ican .Music with Jo·see Vachon and 
Julien OlivieF on Friday, October 10.-They will 
be held at the Dover Friends Meeting House, 141 
Central A v:e., 8 p.m. · · 
UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS: Sanctioned by 
USCT A and -AHSA. Divisions include Jr. & Sr. 
training, Jr:; Sr., .. & open preliminary .. Sa-turday 
October 4 and Sunday; October 5, UNH Light Horse 
~enter, 8 a.rn. to 4 p.m. 
HEALTH 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS:· Spon-
sored by Health E_ducation Center, Health' Services. 
For individuals affected by a parent's problem 
drinking. Thursdays, Underwood House, 7-8 p.m. 
WOMENS ALCOHOLICS ANONYMUOS MEET- . 
ING: Sp9nsored by Health Education Center, Health 
Services. Individuals concerned about their drinking 
or drug use are welcome1, Fridays, Wolff House, 
- □;on to 1 p.m. ~. ·•· _ . . ' . _ '. · 
STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP: Over-
view of stress/ ~t'ressors and their effects on 
mental/physical health along ·with various coping -
skills, strategies and time management. Wednesday, . 
October ,1, Willfamson, 7 p.m. · 
OFFICIAL CONTRACEPTIVE LECTURE: Lecture 
-regarding various contraception .methods including 
·their technology, effectiveness, use and side effects. 
Lecture is mandatory for students requesting ·birth 
control from Health Services. Wednesday, 'Oct. · 
1, noon to 1:30 p.m. and Thursday, Oct. 9, 12:30-
2. p.m., Conference· Room, Health Services, Hood 
House. · · 
MEETINGS 
.., • ~!~' • .:;., 
UNH JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Wednesdays, 
MUB, 7°11 p.m. Check at ~nfo Desk for room. 
PROGRESSIVE STUDENT NETWORK MEET-
ING: Open to all students andJaculty interested 
in upcoming events and conversations about today's 
issues. Thursdays, T-Hall Flagpole; 12:30 I?.m. 
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Thursday, Oc-
tober 2, Room 145A, ¥VB, 7:3'0 p.m. 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP INFORMATINAL 
MEETING: Find out· how the Coop is organized. , 
Tuesday, October 7, Hillsborough/Sullivan~oom, . 
MUB, 6 p.m. Store Hours: Tuesdays, 4 -7 p.m., 
' Hubbard Basement. 
FIR.ST UNH SKI CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING: To a~quaint UNH st_udents witn. the · 
Ski Club and to interest them~ in the trips planned 
for the 86-87 season. Tuesday, October 7, Granite 
State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.in. · 
Write news for 
'\ • ' ~ J. 
The New1-- Ha.rnp,r:hir.:e and· 
have ,: your na·me.-.:in~ print 
Plane· trails -a<is 
By MaryBeth Lapin 
--...... 
Paul Hakanson will have a 
bi refs-eye view _of Saturday's 
Homecoming festivities, but he 
- won't be doing any tailgating 
or_ cheering from the sidelines. 
Hakanson, a history graduate 
student, will be circling the air 
space over the football field in 
an old-fashioned Piper a_ircraft 
trying to distra~t students fr.o,m 
the ground-level action. 
The plane will trail a ba_nner 
advertising a local establish -
ment. As- far as Hakanson 
knows, this has never been done 
before at a UNH homecoming 
game, but he has been "towing 
banners' ~ as a- ~ummer job for 
two y~ars. 
Hakanson ha.s been flying 
planes since.·he was 14 years. old. 
He use·d to ·make. model· air-
planes · during ·the . intervals • 
between his weekly 'flying les-
sons; he had to w_ait till his 
sixteenth birthday· to "solo" (fly 
without an instructor along). 
· Hakanson said the exper'ience . 
of Hying is co.mpl~tely different 
from anv other high a.Ltitude 
activity. Heights don't unnerve 
him at all. "Beirtg in a plane 
· gives you a· different perspe·c-
tive," he said. "It,' s Sfary to look 
over the side of a tall building. 
· Flying a plane ~s fun." 
Many times y.,hen Hakanson 
is towing banners he has no idea 
what is ,printed. ,G«::nerally -the 
banners advertise businesses 
or bars trying to attract custo- · 
mers from the summer beach 
crowds. 
Most of Hakanso~'s summer 
work involves flying back and 
forth over the coast of Maine 
_and New Hampshire. He was 
hired to tow a marriag~ proposal 
once and still wo1nders if the 
woman said yes. Hakanson ;., 
doesn't often get to ground level 
to see the results of his work. 
Although t;f'fe plane Hakan-
son will fly over the Homecom-
ing game seats ·three, he will be 
unaccompanied. Since towing 
banners involves a degree of 
risk, FAA regula'tions prohibit 
passengers. Hakanson said he 
has heard of a few tragedies and 
hear tragedies in which banners 
get caught in landing_ g~ar or 
dragged a plane off course in 
high.winds. - · 
"Flying a plane is a lot like 
driving a car," Hakanson said. 
"There are a lot of distractions, 
you really have to pay attention 
to what's happening-around you 
iri the air." He said there are 
actually very few middair col-
lisions; driving a car 'on the 
highway is more dangerous. 
Hakanson and' his banner-
towing plane will · be visible 
overhead_ during most of the 
football garrie. He intends to 
drde six times, then head back 
to the airport in Biddeford, 
Maine. · · 
Unless it's a really good game, 
then he might hang out up in 
the s_ky and cheer. UNH on to 
victory. 
· -·· r~~~-~:~ .. ,.._-...~-i--~~~~-~~-~-~-~~~/ ,~'.'~~-T~1 · 
I DO YOU-HAVE TIME To:, : 
! · GET TO KNOW GEORGE? ! 
I I 
I I · 
I. Families with handicapped members aren't able I 
. : to get out as often as other folks. _B.oth men ~and : 
." I . .women -are needed by Community Developmen- . I 
I , ta/Service Agency to:provide temporary relief r 
: to families with a developmentally disabled family · : 
t member. The 'reward will be more than financial. . t 
I I-· 
I ~,':\'¾'·• . I 
I call Sheri at 436-6111/778-7500 I 
-~ , . . . ~ . I ·---,,,--~-~---~-------:----:--------·~---1 
University Theater l 986-1987 Season presents 
The Tragical Hist?ry ·6£ 
· Doctor Faustus 
-by Christopher Marlowe 
directed by Gilbert B. Davenport 
Eldon Johnson:Theater 
Isabel and Harrier Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham · 
October 7 ~ l l at 8 P.M. 
October 8 'at 2 P.M. 
October U at 4 P.~t · 
Preview: October 6 at 8 P.M. 
General: $5 
UNH students/employees/alumni and senior titizens: $4 
. · - . · ~ > Rei~iv-ations: s62~2290 ., 
.. ,.,7_;>._ 1 ,, ,·:-, , -'~ _-·· ·,, -,:- .,, "'·· - ,-~. \.;v·; ;,'.1 Diriner,T,neatey.~Rac~g¢.,.;;_+l'".J'ew:it,ig:la,Dd~µt~~,i .fs.ta4,~a~! c, 
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lJNH debate ·cluh ·addresses issues -·R·ISI-AIC'H PA;P_1·1·s 16,278 .. to -· choo~e frnm-all 
subjects 
'-By Marla G. Smith 
· After only a year of existence, 
. the UNH Debate Club is begin-
ning · to Hft off the ground. 
"UNH is such a divers1e' 
campus, ~specially today," said 
Tom ·· Aley, .co-founder with 
Mike. Rose. • '''.It's become clear 
that we need an organized arena 
- especially for debate. _Our goal 
is to more fully address the 
political, social arid econorniqd 
issues . of the-present era," said 
Aley. ' 
. . Rose._and Aley formed the 
Deqate Club in J apuary qf 1986. 
"We, -encourage . students to 
become more aware of ~hafs 
going on around campus. Free-
.dam of speech goes beyonc;l 
·complaining," said Aley. 
. ·- The Debate Club focuses on 
three . areas ~f coiice.ntr-atio,n. 
First, to become exposed to the 
cam pus. "The public needs to 
be more informed on issues that 
-tffect us all," said Rose. · . 
Tqe Debate Sebes is ari ex-
. ample .of how tht; Debate Club 
is expanding throughotJt cam- . 
p·us. Oct. 9 is the first debate 
of the series. · 
Second, the Debate Club pro-
-motes individual events., Last 
_ year, with r10 funding from the 
Student Activities Fee Council 
(SAFq ; no, 'coa'Ch, only an 
informal advisor, UNH pla~ed 
five ou.t of six people at the New 
England Invitationals: 
·:We went down on our own, / 
and it was pretty much a_Cin-
de'rella ·story," said Aley. UNH 
competed again_st such institu-
tions as Brown University, 
B~stoh University,, U. Maine 
at Orono, Emerson College, 
Suffolk U hiversity. · · 
· Individual' events are divided 
into the extern p·oraneous and 
impromptu events. Extempo- · 
raneous events are when the 
_ speaker chooses one topic out 
of · three, has 20 minutes to 
prepare a speech, anq seven 
minutes to deliver it.Impromp-
tu _ speeches give_ no time to 
prepare. . . 
The third area of concentra-
tion is in intercollegiate deb~tes. 
The Debate Club lacks money 
from SAFC, and is first working 
on establishin.g themselves at 
UNH. · . 
· Although Aley and Rose were 
·involved on their high school 
debate team, they said no pre-
vious experience is required for 
debating. 
. "It's something you can take 
with you when you, enter the real 
world. No matter what your 
major is, it will benefit you," 
said Aley. "You. learn !O OU..!_-
1 •0-m Aley, cofounder· of the UNH Debate Club. (Stu E-vans 
_photo) 
weigh pros and cons and how 
to interact with people in a more 
comfortable way. You lean4 to 
present yourself as, a cohf ident 
person. 
"It's a battle of wits," said. 
Rose. "I enjoy thinking of a 
comeback before my opponent 
DEBATE, page 21 
Qrder catalog tod.ay with 
· Visa/MC or COD 
in Calif: (213) 477-8226 
. or rush $2.00 to: 
Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also 
available-all levels 




Poncho, a singer.:.s :mgwriter from the Adirondack Mountains, has been performing his music 
since the earl¥ 1970's,-developing a following unparalleled in the North Country. 
Poncho's repertoir~ consists of song~ spanning a wide spe~trum of ideas, emotions and experiences. 
He captures the wonders of the Adirondacks, their natural beauty, and the people who live 
among them, in a number of songs that were inspired by the mountains that Poncho calls 
home. 
• I 
• Concerns for world peace, environmental.preservation and the plight of the American Indian 
are expresssed in several of PoRcho's songs. No words are minced';n these heart-felt statements 
however a glimmer of optimism always shines ~hrough, leaving the listen.er ~plifted: , 
For more informat.i~n. or oookings, con.tact: 
· . ROOM 7L DEVINE HALL OCT 4 8:00-11 :00 p.m~ 
AND GtrRMDi. Fo 
YouR fARl!tS Wnr1 · 
. M <M TKt Ou-r BA 
... 
· L.llo.N'f'EI-X S •· • 
:r 
44 MAIN ST. 
DURHAM . 
PHONE - 868~7027 
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-Makethe'Crash of _'29 look good. 
. · With a Macintosltyou can 'n1ake anything· Thats· just one example of l1ow .\bci11to~I 
look\good. Whether it he .term pap~rs,thesis papers helps student\ work smarter, quicker and more 
or prese11tatio11s. . · · creatively.And the beauty of Maci11tosl1 is, you ·-
Becaitse with programs like. Microsoft'R, don't have to know diddley. about computers to · · 
Chart, whether you·re drawing chart" or dr,~wing use one. 
conclusion.s, you ca11 combine text and graphics . -rhe point being, a Macintosh 
to illustrate you(ideas like they've never been can make a lotof things loo~ good. · 
illustrate(tbefore. · Including you. . \ 
cc, l1)X~ .\ppl1· Co111p\111·r. lr1r.Apph· ;111d IIK· Appll' log11 an· l'l').1,bh'l'l'd 1rad1·111:u'k., of Appl,· Co111p1111·r. l11r. ,\l;Jri111rn,li i~ ;t 1r;11k·111:u'k of \td111osl1 1.:tl>oralPI\ Inc :u1d i~ hl'illg 11~1:d \\itli ib 1·,pn°,\. ,ll 'rtlli:-..\i1111 
· · \tino!'loli i~ a n·gi~ll·n·d tr:11k·111ark of \lirro!'loli C1111w,ra1irn1. · 
J:ijjf:_ >uafa > ,t~Jterij · Cbart ·· ·· roim~• . 
, : ~r#ra~M · · · ·······················i.:·as·ii ,af' 19 29 
•••·•·•·°-Ptf:)\.:, 
..... O.,ie 
·-······ .···········--····················~. --------......... 
--·-- -- --.-..= ......... ··· ····· ••,•.•.·.•···· ·· 
-----.-------..... ·- -- ---- --,-.-.... -.-.• .•.-... ... . 
As a full time f acuity, staff or ~tu dent at U.N.H. , you are eligible to 
p~rchase a Macintosh Computer at a discount rate thr9ugh Apple 
University .program. For-more. information call Rick. at 7 42-5865_,4-1 Op~f. 
Macintosh Plus-Computers are part of the n~w DlSCovery prog·ram 
here are UNH. To be eligible 'to use this new UNH resource sign up for an 
orieniation session now at, the Stoke Hall and Md:onn.ell Hall clusters. 
·-
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·sT1LL .~1ss1N~.:.AN ESTABLISH~o; ·~~iG1NA~. NEWWAVE, - ·1 
.· · , ·lesser offenses. in the lJJB; since the AJB is not: , ·Ollila suggested the policy I BANDISLOOKINGFORABASSPLAYERWITHVOCALS.MUSJ' 1 · 
, .·· In the past, Ollila point~d o_ut, . designated to impose a'jeopa,;dy_ · changes would bring about ·· I :~~~
1
~!:~~~•~:;~;A~~oc:e:~:::~::g,:!~·,:uAs':t 1· 
'..if a student was charged with of suspension penalty on a chang~s -in dorm -policy on I PLEASE,CONTACT: JEFF WEST or JOHN NOBLE (&03)-749- I 
~n alcohol related offense · student. ,This, she said-, would alcohoL, _ . · , ·1 . 91ss • ·. . . . . I' he/ she went before the_AJ~- ; cause a backlog in . the AJ~'s "lnthefoture,betterdisciim~ i"1·..:...;;. ___ .;...~-~·---·..;...:..~-..:.....;_~--~---~...1 
The penalty was us1,1aUy discplt- · cases. , . ination_ will be use~ by the hall 
nary probatio~ for a sem~ster, Kiader said he did see this'· staff. They'll be less ready ·ro -· 
; said Ollila, which was basteally , happening, but he .said if the write someone up for a dr_inking t 
·~a slap on the hancl.i' . UJB didbecome "!nundated" violation," she said. "Instead 




penalties would put these cases· few to the. AJB: _ _.... house manner." 
----------'~LAMSTEIN----------~ ,-'IN DURHAM 
,t· 
said. He is looking forward to 
.working with people from a 
variety of backgrounds. "The 
people in these program~ are 
-,a very creative, intelligent ·group 
of educators.h's soit of like a 
'.. sh)all United Natic}rts.inJerms 
. ','()f representing a wide variety 
(continued from page If 
of racial · and ethnic back-
groµnds." 
· tamstein said this position · 
will mean a lot of work and 
traveLbut he is enthusiastic 
about the educationaJ experien.:. 
ces it will provide him. Lamstein 
has a master's degree from 
Harvard's Graduate School of 
Education. He said that working 
for the Councii 0n a national 
level will be t-h~ educational 
equivalemi of earning ·a Ph. D. 
__ AT THE 
LOWESr .PRICES 
CHOOSE FROM: . 
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS 
IN TEN COLORS 
CREW NECK SWEATSHIRTS 
IN SEVEN COLORS 
SWEATPANTS IN 
. ( 
in a year. · 
;__ 
New Hampshir0 Otiting Club .. 
···•··=·-=-=--==-=·=· ======l:l 




Come Sail Away to the 
g-~ 
with the Outing Cl~b for the 
-most fantastic ~ 
-SPRING BREAK 
everll. · 
FOR ONLY $625.00 
\ 
Don't miss· 9u_t on, the · 
opportunity to sail, 
water-ski, snorkel, 
scuba & swiml. " 
$50.00 
deposit is due by 
10-07-86, so d_on't 
delay! For more 
info. call 2145 or 
stop by Rm. 129 of MUS 
M-W-F 10-NOON 
( 
·T-TR 6-7 p.m. 
' I 
· EIGHT COLORS 
T-SHIRTS IN 7 COlORS 
WE HAVE 12 UNH 





GET YOUR FREE 
THUMBS-UP MIT , 






a service pi:ovided qy 
Counseling & Testing Center 
and Cool Aid 
Ate you feeling the ·effects bf academic pressures? 
· Are you· feelirig anxious .and stressed out? Do you 
find yourself unable to meet academic arid personal 
commitments? 
If you answered yes to ·any of the above questions, 
maybe COOL-AID J: APELINE can help you. 
Dial 862~3554 any night from· 6:00_:-12:00 __ pm and 
a Cool-Aid member will ans:wer the phone. Select 
tape 30 'which discusses Anxiety, tape 33 which gives 
advice on handling fea_rs; tape 38 which discusses 
coping with stress oi tape 3 7 which explains relaxation 
techniques. The tapes run about 6 minut~s. ~f you 
have ~ny questions, dop't hang up when the tape 
· · is over, and a Cool-ai9 member .wiil .come back on 
the line. 
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. Tty one of our delicious 
specials served from 
3:30-9:30 p.m. M-W 
1hurs. til 8:30 
Mo~day-Hamburger 
Tuesday-Grilled Cheese & Ham 
\ /Wednesday-BLT , 





Con·cord Trailways will take you right to your , 
terminal from Durham, and pick you up when you 
return. No reservations are necessary. 
rDurham to Logan Logan to Durham· , 
I Leave Arrive Leave - Arrive I 
I Durham Logan Logan Durham I 
I 7:40 AM 9:30 AM 8~15 AM 10:30 AM 1 · I 9:40 AM ~ 11:30 AM 12:15 PM 2:30 PM I 
111:40 AM 1:30 PM 2:00 PM 4:30 PM 1 · 
I 1 :40 PM 3:30 PM 4:00 Pfv'l 6:~"0 PM . •• 




Young's Restaurant, .48 Main Street 
(603) 868-2688 
. \ 
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-------TAILGATING~---------- _ ,_ ____________________________ , 
(continued from page 1) ~ . . . ' Coupon ·Special .. · · . ' I 
statewide. The university is· not the rest of Durham.-- you are in violation oflthe law'; I , - \: " _ · - · < ': I 
exempt from that." .. - · ,Golding said that ext. ra man- He added, "It's fl0t our intent · I R" · 2~5 s t - · 
1 . esum~s . . - e s I The -Our ham police·_ will not ·· power and coverage will be used to ruin a good time, but th-ere I · . . , __ . I 
be patroll-ing inside the lots, but to compensate for the expected a~e writren policies thanefe must I I nclu, des typing :, copies~ $18.50· t 
will be .called in for assistance large crowds dµring the wee- monitor and enforce." I $ · · 00 I 
f b h bl . d d f I Matching· paper · envelopes · Less ·: r. i it is requested y t e Pu IC kend. Homecoming is sche ule or I 
Safety officers, according to · Conway cautioned students this weekend, October 3-5 .. The I sheets·· $17.50- I 
Durham Police.Sergeant Mi- · that drinking inside the lots, football game on Saturday beg- : ln:house state-of-the-art.computerized typing. . I 
chael Golding. . . iftht:y are"21, is accepted because ins , at 1 :30, with a parade I Quic_k changes __ made easiJy with our mem. pr_y _ .. _ I 
"Our officers will be -able to ,fr is considered private property-: featuring floats by many dorms, · - I 
assist the University if the· need .,But if~you leave the designated -Greek houses and organizations ~_;s.!,9,!].2,_e_s:~!_b!!~----~---.;;..-_; __ ~-----1 
arises," Golding said, "but _our foes with open containers: then starring at 11:'00 a.m.. .. • · 8¢ Self-Service Photocopies · I _ 
main function y..,iU-be to control 
1 
• L--~----------------------~--r 
r-:---·---:----·---·-:---::,·-·-.-----:·--' I STUDENTS When you need copies I 
I _ · YoUng·s Res_tm;(311t. Inc. j ! -THINK ,campuscopy&pr_inting . 1
1 r . 48_Ma1n Sc '· I 
1 
47 Main Street Durham, NH ,(Across from 'Jodi's) 868-2450.1 I , Durham, . NH I ·--------------,----------------1 
~ 868-2688 ~ . 
~ ' j 
, -, Breakfast Special , 
i ----- ·(. ' 
l A) T·ry Dick Young's Specjal Egg Sandwich l 1 egg W/cheese and your choice of ! 
. i' bacon, ham or sausage ,c 
l sandwiched between a grilled l 
~ , English Muffio with homefries · ~ · 
i $1.85 ~ 
; , B) 2 eggs any style with toast, homefries · ~ 
) YOUNG'S , - and hash f·or only $2.20 ~ 
~ I \ ~ l ~J . L#ncheonSpecial . I 
~. ~ 3 oz. of slic~d ham with swiss cheese ~ 
~ served on a sub roll with · ~ 
~- a cup of homemade soup or chowder ~ 
)_ $2.99 i 
~ ~ 
~ Dinner Special ~ 
; ~ V~ai Parmesan setved with spaghetti i I . . sauce, tossed salad a_nd roll . . . j 
· ·, . _$3.25 - l 
What doe$ war.m 
weather and · 
, ,, -
sunn~y days 1t1ean . ... 
IVi U B on Wheels . 
Now Serving 
· Enjoy a variety of subs, desserts, soft drinks, _ 
and our own classic-falafel with Tahi,ni sauce. 
Located-in front 
of the Dimond Libra-ry 
M~F .11-1:30 
;--
t~------~--------·--.:.. __________ ,I J** .. *******""""********** *******************! 
THEBESTNEWS ·, !/FM STEREO . ~ ,' . E -~-
-~3rv::::::.•0N IJWT'ENNA i.·· SP'R-871,NG_ ' -~~,_--_G i*v 
You'nl lsss than 17" from reaching an ,.. ~ \.., ..-
1111J0%111C1ease in your FM reception. . 
************************************ : ¢ 
* * -
■ Up to now, Jorge cities and rural orfKJS pre's~nted s&em-
ingly unsurmountable problems to good FM reception. 
■ The ~~K FM 8403 Indoor Omnidirectional FM Stereo 
Antenna,. is the first-and only-table-lop antenna that 
can solve both problems. -
■ First of oil, in rural areas, its built-in amplifier boosts 
. weak signals between 50 and 150 megahertz (MHz). In 
addition, the TE."?!'! FM 8403 is c1 highly effective directional 
antenna when pointed horizontally toward on extremely 
weak signal. It amplifies that signal up to 24d8, for o possi-
ble-and monumental.-increose bf -189()% in your FM 
reception. 
■ Ori the i;;tJier hand, in urbon areas, your poor reception 
is probably coused by multipothing, as signals bounce 
from building to building. The~-°.!! FM 8403 leis you · 
overcome this .by simply increasing the gain on the adjust-
able omplinf3r. The antennas specially designed microchip 
Jocks in on the mSJin signal, segregating it from extraneous 
. echoes. So your signals come in loud and clear. 
■;rfCHNICAL INfOIIMATIOIII 
Ampliher Ga1G: Adi~ 
01024<18 
Amplihcatioll: c.,pable of 
amphlymg 1nconuni;a 5Ql'ki1 up 
lo t611mes 
S.lechvity: OdB Qdlll 6150 
t-lll,.mddl 150Mlu. 
Tw10-Ton• Mochalahoo 
. 011toitio.a: _Le»athdrl.O.l"-at 
IOOmV 
Oialorltoo: Leaa them 60 dB 
w1th.dli"Oufp&.il ol l~V. 
■ And becousE! ifs omnidirectional, t};e "!"~0 ." FM 8403 
gives you on astounding incieose in the number of FM 
stations yeu 'JJ receive..::.effectiveness comp:iroble to on 
antenna much larger than its mere 16.i/.,." height. 
h pulls.ill great review~; too. 
i 
■ Just listen to what sound editorHons Fantd in The New 
York Tunes writes: 
''. .. effectiveness comp:iroble to that of o mucft larger 
antenna ... considering the improvement it is likely to 
bring ... this ingeni~us gadget seems well worth ii ... " 
■ Complement any room with the hopdsome obelisk 
shape of the~~ FM 8403, and it'll complimenr your 
superb tuner/amplifier by giving it the unheard of power. 
topulithose .stroy signals down to earth Like. no other 
antenna e.ver could. 
Oulpu.t Matching Accur~ 
af75 ohma, SWR (St.uidu,q . 
Wdvt1Rd1&o)ka.sth.tn 1.2:1. -
~~,r~:r :.:1~.:;,li5!. · 
hon b...-tw~n 88 and 108 
Mliz1 
PicJu.ip Palt•ra.: Ommdu-.::-• 
• - · h<.Jfldi, or dtreclK>ndl (datpmd. 
Uk) on phys1cdl orwmlabon). 
fi'~a9e: J60" 
Power Supply: 1 IOV. 
Dimeu.iona:·He,ght, 16 -.•. 
a~. 21, .. -.-3,,.,. (ncluda 
NoiN Fi.c)ur9: )dB_ , 1S1 aoQ ohm mtlchm~f 
1r~n:.lormer. 
!:~300•~~=•~1- . WanaDtv, tlmontba 
' mdk:hmq JrdNfo'rmer. · . · · . . 
... ********'*** ******************+·,4r*.****' . 
· . _ · . Retail $80.00 UNH price $64.95 
DOES YOUR DORM ROOM . HAVE POOR STEREO RECEPtlON? A Vi!iilable at 
, * * lt · MEETING:. ~ 
llt-~ ,._ . l~ . · _ .. . - THURSDAY, O_ CT. 2 t 
:~ · 12 30 PM ¢ * , . : . . . * 
: Senate/Merrimack _- ~. 
* , * ~ ·Room ¢ . 
: MUB ¢ 
* . -* 
* * Find outahout exchanges to: _. 
* * * * i f SAN-DJfffo-, l 
: ,'u STAT~ 1 l 
Jt- . 'J\.11v C I * . * .. . · · - _. ------"2, · '-~ ~- ERSJTy1 * 1 . - -· ---. ,.---:., o~ , , . _________ _, :. 
t i·_· •· ....-......-~\'{"'.\c ~ \ . .· ,"...... l . * ,._....--~ ,~~ -~~ , . \ . 1~.bl'.';,, ,._ .. *·--- ....i'"-'·. -<:O~ .\· . ,~~~VA>' * :)t- \1' \\--..~ ~ \\. . ~ . \ / ~j ~ t'~ ,, *, t~ c~~~ ~~ ~\J!'...--' ......... g{~~~~ll l 
...... . \ . . . ,< Pl.... c .. ,. . . . ', , '"'' ..... ' ~ \ , ~ \. ~ ' ,..-- -', <..11 .. ..... . 'AUDIOPHILE (ORWEALSOtJAVEAMPUFIEDRABBITEARS : \ ~~\'......... . •. . •'"'-I <l 
.· THIS TE~K WIL.l:. DO THE JOB! . 
~::~rl::" FOR$3200·~:~.:r::::h~tCE) J. · . · . ·\>···< .·, .. , . ·.. . Additiortal, Info; ·•_.· ,l c .·., 
·1N.~·-"·.,- o· . :,.··· ... · .. ·.·· .. · .... · .. - ·- . _ ·.  - . . ,. '·. ·.1··• .·. · :_ .: ·\·. ~!rt~
1
~~~:ton. NH - l ca1f Deari'of.Students.Offke ··l . B/ 964-7115 - : .· . , · Huddleston Ha.U: 862~2osp ·. · . . . : : . 
_In. the Big-RedBarn~Since 1975 * · · · · ·· · '.· · · · · · · · · · · .. · ·  · lf 
l~~~~~~~~~==~~~=~~=::=~=::=~~-• :.************~********~* **•***************:· . 
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Tailgating ,crackdown could be ,hazardous, 
,· ' . 
- · This year's Homecoming promises to 
be an exciting one: from the football game 
aga,inst the University of Connecticut to 
the,annual parade down Main St. However, 
-one aspect of the ~eekertd promise~ to be 
less fun than "it was last year. It a-ppears 
UNH Public Safety will keep the Home-
coming tailgating parties under wraps: ·. 
it under close observation and take-criticism 
from the administration about not enforcing 
• the alcohol laws and policies. Or, they can 
whether it be at tailgating parties ·or in _ · 
dorm rooms. · .. · ~ 
,University police will patrol Boulder f 1eld 
and the i 00 Club parking' lot c!f the north 
end ·of the football field, as well as A-lot. 
Officers will be stationed at each entrance 
and exit of the field. They will ask for_ 
identification if a a.river of a car trying to . 
enter the lot doesn't look to be of age. E3;ch 1 
car is . limited to two cases of beer. If more 
is found in a car, the car .will be denied 
entrance. Large(_ vehicles w,ill be _searched 
forlarge quantiti~s of alcoholupon entrance. 
. turn away underage students and s'tudents 
with too much alcohol in their car, knowing 
.they· will drink somewhere else without . 
supervision and possibly hurt themselves 
or someone else. Either Public Safety shbuld 
please the administration or th_ey should 
put themselves in a pos·-ition to prevent 
injury and very possibly, save lives. The 
decision is a simple on.e. Lives are more 
important than policy. 
By turning away cars with more than two 
cases of beer, Public Safety is creating a 
much · more serious problem. If a student 
or g~oup of students is turned away from 
· a tailgate party with three cases of beer, 
does one think they will drive away and 
return the extra case of beer? ;No. They 
would drive off, drink one case of beer, and 
return. Or worse, they would drive off and 
drink al'l three cases of beer. Either way-, 
it is very likely that this policy would put · 
By not allowing people to bring ~lcohol 
~mto the tail~a~ing lots 01:- f.o?t, Public-Safety 
1s· merely forcrng the drinking somewhere 
· more .drunk drivers on the rbad ·than- it 
would r~mo'\Ce. . 
' ' A much more viable solution to this· 
problem would entail being mu.ch mor'e 
restrictive of cars leaving the lots. Any 
driver suspected of being intoxicated would 
have to leave their car in the lot until they 
All of this will ef.fectively put a crimp· 
· in tailgating activities goJng 01;1 be.fore, 
during, '\nd after the game,. bu,,Ut 'Yd~:do 
little to ·control either underage drrnkrng 
or drunk driving. 
_ else. Any student carrying a six-pack who 
is denied entra,nce -to the parties will most 
likely wander off · somewhere else to drink, -
rather than stay··under the watchful eye 
of -the Pub-ii~ .Safety officers. Given the 
··cho:ice o-f not knowing whe-re the bulk of 
the drinking is going on, or· havfog it going 
( sober 1JP enough to drive.--- A few cars would 
be in the lots for quite a while, l;mt it is 
infinitely better than having them on the 
road. This puts Public Safety in a no-win 
situation. They can allow underage drinking 
and excessive drinking ta° occur but keep 
on in full view, one would .think Public 
S_afet·y w·ou1d choos~ the law:~r'. Underage 
drinking will occur Ho:111ecoming weekend, 
_ J t is called ma.king- the. , best-of ·a bad 
situation. · · 
\ 
Senate 
'To the Editor: 
In response to yqur S~pt. 22 
article on the Student Senate Special 
E-lection, I would like to set a few 
· things straight . . 
. First, it was held on Thursday, 
Sept. 18 not Friday as incorrectly 
reported. _ . ~ . . -
·j •;l 
Health 
To the Editor: 
. I mus.t react to th~ September 
23rd editorial about UNH Health 
Services. In ·particular-, I ~m 'con-
. ceined abounhe general statements 
made critieizing the quality -of 
health cai;e. They seem to be 
accusations not grounded in f_act. 
Secondly and more importantly, 
. I, as Public Information Officer for 
the Student Senate; was . in charge 
of running the election~ Any infor-
Over the past several years 
_ specific dforts have· been taken by 
· the Director and the staff of Health 
Services to enhance the quality of 
patient )care. Health Services staff 
are trained professionals dedicated 
, mation regarding results could have 
been known through me since tha.t 
· is what my job' en.tails. . -
- Also, I was available fot comment 
_ to meeting· the health care needs 
at the Senate meeting Sunday night. 
Anyone who attended that meeting 
knows my communications wer~ 
based solely on the election. 
- of students. The new nealth facility 
is just one more /effort in our 
continuing focus on improving the 
. No one ap.proached me on the 
election matter before, during ·or 
· after the meeting. -
As for Dennis O'Connell not 
being informed on the election's : 
closeness, a -note, written by me, 
was left at the Senate Off ice as -
instructed by O'Connell .s.ince he 
said he would come by the office . · 
Thursday night to learn.the results.' 
In add11tio.n to telling him it was 
. a verf tight race, I left my phone 
_ number if he had any additional 
questions. . _ · 
I received 00 phone call. 
Lastly, I would like to go on record .. 
as saying at least four r:ecc;mnts were 
performed by Student Body Pres-
ident Jay Ablondi, Senate Personnel 
Officer Laura: Bates and myself. 
Each recount indicated. Phil Ray-
ment as the winner. ., 
_ quality 9f student health care. This 
new facility will provide the .phys- ' 
ical plarit ~nd the up-to-date equip- · 
ment to support and complement 
-the efforts of a committed and _ 
-. competent staff. ' 
Any legitimate concern ,r~ag~rd:. 
· ing the operation of Health_ Servtees· 1 
shpuld ~ -·brought to the attention 
of Dr. Patterson, Director ofHealth 
Services, the Healrh Services Con- · 
sumer Board, and/or -the Health 
and Human Services Council of the 
Student Senate. Such concerns ·will 
be evaluated and a response given 
as qui<:kly as possible. 
Sincerely, 
J. Gregg Sanborn 
Dean for Student Af fa!rs 
Parking 
To the Editor: . 
Mr. O'Connell can askl for all the 
recounts he wants but the fact 
remains that the election, attracting 
under 100 greeks, although unlikely, 
was decided by one vote. rm· sure this is just one of the 
many letters you have , received 
Bob Bosworth ' concerning the parking situation, 
r'i 
but this is only because· it is so 
,. entertaining! The parking rules 
. read almost like a comic strip e:x:cept 
· for one thing-they're not funny-
. they are pathetic. · 
· · Recently I had an experience I'm 
: sure a lot of other students can relate 
to. I had-a visitor come up overnight; 
· and so we parked ·he'r car in the 
desighated visitor-parking lot only 
to come out tl'le n.ext morning to 
find a ticket stating we co_uldn' t park 
there between the hours'of 1:00 a.m. 
·' and 4:00 a.m. Okay; fine. So the next 
week the same visitor arrives and 
just to be sure we won't get another 
ticket we asked ·two separate police 
officers where an overnight guest 
could park their car, Ahd they 
bo.th directed us . to a Jot over by 
Christensen Hall 'that. had a smau 
section marked_ '.'overnight parking 
allowed." So feeling .relieved of 
having found the correct visitor 
pla'ce to park we left. But in the 
morning we were greeted with yet 
another ·$20:00 ticket saying we 
were parked in the wrong place! 
Bu.t how could this be when two 
-separate officers of .\he law told ·us 
to park there? What it comes down 
.to is that.they do~• t even know "(hat 
is· going ·on. I can understand th_at 
though_ b~cause it is hard to get use~ 
to· the University's twisted way of 
thinking that we should have ·_ 
known that we were allowed to park 
in "overnight parking" but only · 
until 7:00 a.m. which at that time 
my visitor and I would have to rise 
and move the car to yet another.lot. 
This borders on the ,absurd, don't 
you think? This raises a questio'n-
what . happens in a parking lot 
between the hours of 1 :00 a.m. and 
4:00 a.m. that cars can't stay there. 
And if you ask any public official 
they'll have a hard time coming up 
with an answer. I'm still trying to 
find out why this is. I'm starting 
to think they make up these rules 
just to aggravate us insteacl of 
helping us. 
I'd like to reiterate a point made 
by Robert Alby i_n the September 
19th-issue about all the money these 
; 
·-· ,i 
·, :: _, -·· 
letters tci the ~di tor sh~uid 
t?e typed a1nc;l sigped_, and 
inust include ,~n address 
and ·telephone immbei;- for 
· parking tickets must generate. l'm 
only ~-sophomore and in OQ<: ,year 
and one mon_th they have made well 
over $150.00 off my family, frierids 
and myself. Ana (know I'm not 
alone, just loo_k at Smitty's garage 
and all the business they do towirig. · 
You cart oriy hope the public 
officials would miraculously gain 
some common sense and realize . 
· th~t there is a ~erious problem q.ere 
and put all the money from ~.11 the_ 
~erification. · 
tickets -towards a solution. · 
, ·Addr~·ss all mail _to: 
I'm fe_d up ~nd I dread the day 
that I'm a com.muter and have to 
deal with this every day ins'tead _of 
just once a _week finding visitor 
parking. 
The New Hampshire, . 
Sandra Treffeisen ,, 
Room 151, 
MUB: 
The New BampShire. 
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University Forum 
l don't drinl 
I Trv-to understand my point of vie~. 
It's a lot different from most of yours. 
That's why m9st people can't even 
-comprehend my way ·of seeing things. 
, 
., '/Jy ·Phi/·Broder ·:•·,··.-
But try. For my sake, please try. 
I don't drink. 
. It's my owi:i choice, in a way. Admit-
?.tedly, I was rnfluenc~d. Heavily. On 
½.ugust 4, 1983, my closest friend in 
th~ w~rld was run over by a drunk 
dnver m a Mack truck. My friend was 
· ~~wodd-c1ass athlete who had competed 
m the Olympics thre~ times. He lived 
until St: ValentineJs Day, 1984, when 
1 
-' the wr~ckage of his ,,body gave u,p. 1Last 
, February_, in C.;tlifornia, · another close 
· friend/ Coinpetitor of mine was struck 
,~ broadside -by a drunk driver while 
driving to ~ee his girlfriend. He was 
'. killed instantly. . _ · · 
Tl;iat' s why I bring Pepsi to parties. 
I can't-drink and have a clear conscience 
at. the ·same time. Because someday I 
-might get drunk, and knowing myself 
--, 
as well as I do·, I might become a killer. 
I can't live with that. . · 
Look, don't take this the wrong way. 
I'm not saying don't drink. Go right . 
ahead. -If drinking i,li your way-of_having 
fun. bv all means drink. It's your choice 
to get plastered; falling-down drunk. 
And if I ever see you getting behind 
· the wheel while you're drunk, it's my· 
- choice to ~top.you. And I will, no ma~ter 
what it takes. Try me. · 
In a recent conversation, someone 
said to me, "I drive better when' I'm 
baked than vv:hen'I'm straight." Wrong, 
pal. Beer, liqµor, pot, whatever it is, -
it slows down your reaction speed. 
enough to make-you deadly. I don't .care 
if you do something stupid and wind · 
up killing_, yourself. I. have a low 
stupidity tolerance, so, if you drink and 
drive and die, don't expect tears from 
me. But' qon't ki_ll my friends. I don't 
have enough good ones as it is. 
The University offers a Safe Ride 
program. Anyone' who needs a ride , 
home can ~all the program at 862-1414. 
Ir takes more guts to admit you' re too 
drunk and ask for help than it does .to 
prove you' re ma~ho and try to make 
it home yourse-lf. . 
' I don't dtink. 
Try to understand why. · 
Do with whom JOU are ByDavidHo/meS 
· I'm seeing a great number of students h d ·however, people who· make career 
t ese ays, as are my colleagues in the - . decisions that are the natural extension 
Career Planning and Placement Office. 
. ,. Of th~_se s_tuderits many, i~ my opinion, of who_ they ~re, are far,happier, do 
are reJectmg their natural inclinations better rn theu profession and could 
for a career in favor of the "in" thing even make more money in the long run 
these days-money. I would say that a ~.han t7e pers,?nf) w?o rejects that 
person's "natural inclinations" towards q.atnra career . .. on t get.me wrong . 
a career are the career decisions that · -illh.ere~s"j lo.r'hihg -wrong w-i'th~makiag 
one makes in light of how one sees money nor with financial service sales 
on~seH or to ·put it in another way, ~obs. ~ha_~ I think is wrong, .however, 
actrng out one's self perception in ·1s buyrn& •?to (pun-intended) money 
vocational ways. A case in point: c~reer d io1ces when a person's voca-
, Susan R. used Sigi-Plus, the ETS _ uonal personality, if you will, indicates 
Computer based career decisiqn making radically different careers. : 
package. She also did ~ skill id~ntifying __,. About the only thing that a person 
program. Both exercises pointed out ~oes more of than work in his/her life-
that Susan is a helping professions kind• is. sleep. Several major studies indicate 
of p.erson with skills, interests and that seven out of ten working people 
values that sound very much like do not like their jobs .. Sus-an wiU likely 
professions such as teaching; counseling have to pay a price for the decisions 
and ·non-profit organization admin- that she made. I think that's a shame. 
istration. Susan rejected. those careers 
for an oppor~unity to, make more money 
tha~ a helpmg profession would pay. 
I wi_sh Su~an well. In my experience, 
. ~hile deciding what to do with your life, 
stop by the Career Planning and Place~ent 
Ofh'ce to talk with David Holmes. 
/ 
> 
{i;i~t;;·"j;~;,;···111;····~;~;g;~;~d-········ ··· ·· ·········-·········· ·~;·;;~~;~·;~~:~;;; 
., .. ' . 
' j: . Yeah, I'm an average freshman. So what.,Average 
. :,.. 1s what m11kes this <::0untry great. _ , 
:-' I'm rhe Poly.,Pre-Humanity-Post-Sci-Tehno major 
:, y0u see walking ~round campus in a haze of mouss~ 
:'- mist and sweat. I got average gr~des in h i1gh school. 
:. My parents have been divorced an average number 
~ of times. My gender is average, and I've had .an 
average amount of sex, with mean satisfaction. 
I drink an average am'ount of beer, and I puke at 
: an average velocity. · 
: Life at UNH is good, on the average. I stand· in 
• line at Karl's an average amount of time. I'm going 
to j_oin an average Greek ,society and have an·average 
numb.er of unforgettable wild and zany party times. 
I pursue artistic activities with an average depth 
of soul and I put forth average effort on a sports 
team that ~ompetes in an extremely average Yankee 
Conference. 
I have the average goals of an average UNH 
student. I don't want to 'stand out. I don't want to 
sit in. I just want to sleep over. Basically, I want 
. an -American's average · reward for average effort 
which is an average material lifestyle be,tter than 
anyone else's in the world. 
in my a_verage ass, but I can · handle the rigid · personal attention. Makes me uncomfortable, like • 
anonymity of huge .lec~ure halls, foreign lab TA's I'm supposed to be special. I'm not. l'in average.- • 
I can't understand, and endless parrot t~sts. But .· So- ge~ off my case. 
1 
• : 
this 401 thing is, well, kind of like the Chall~nger In conference fhe other day I said, "What do you • 
space shuttle-high·hopes launched by dopes. ·· ' w:ant me to write about?" The teacher said "What 
My 401 teacher 1s definitely not average, and do you want w ·write ah9ut?" Mexican standoff. 
possibly not even normal. The teachet wants me · I fel~ -like saying I ~ant to ·w~ite about something 
to think, and teel, and write things that are ,thatw1ll~etm~apassmggrademyourstupidcourse. 
"meaningful," and "perceptive," a,nd ... not average..... · Bur · havrng an average ·sense of servile self~ 
r~e teacher has this weird idea that eve,rything treservation,_ I ~assed myself off ·as having an inner 
I wnte has a point-, no matter how well hidden, . struggle to frnd my real focus. That really pushed 
and that by rethinking, revising, rewriting, I can . the button-the teacher started frothing_in ecstasy. : 
actually control my .own writing to say what I want. My rea~. focus. Hah. It's usually my next meal. : 
The te~cher ca:lls this garbage the process method. English teachers read too many books. They think 
Well, I call it the pur~e w·ay ·to a royal pain; and e~erybne's got to be sensitive, and introspective, • 
I ain't no cuisinart major. - and unhappy with the world., like they are. What • _ 
And those conferences. Every single week I have do they_ want?· I wrote about my anguished transition 
to nave a personal conference with this · teacher from high school to college; I wrote about the agony 
who drones on about my mind and my writing which and t~e ecstasy of the big ,championship game;. I 
even I don't care about. My other professors don't wrote about my roommates n;eanderthal armpits· 
even .know my name and this 401' crazy wants to I wrote about what it's like to get really drunk and 
know my genetic code. People aren't like snowflakes. discover God-I even wrote about my struggle _tg • 
. A lot of us aren't unique. We'r e just average. We're choose a major: My teacher's still not satisfied. : 
bored and we're boring, and we like it that way. What else is there to say? What am I supposed to · :· 
We have nothing to say, nothing to write, and we do, become another person? Is that what college : 
like not sayi ng it and not writing it. I don't want is for? · : · So what's th~ problem? Freshman English. The 
-~ 401 Blues. All my other classes are art average pain 
' / ' . 
i ........................................... ·..•......... . As told to Claude Caswe/1,' doctoral student and 401 teacher in the English Department. · : · 
' ························································:················~····································; 
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By MaryBeth Lapin of Gile's masculine rough edges. 
Just b_efore midnight on Sep- He wouldn't even admit to 
tember 19 over 200 students disliking the taste of lipstick. 
assembled · on the staircase out- Giles tugged down his black 
side the MUB Strafford room. leather mini-skirt and straight- · 
The crowd was disorderly, ex- ened .the metal studded collar 
cited, painstakingly made-up on loan from someone's dog. 
and reeked of hairspray, sweat, "This isn't just. a cult movie;'' 
Budweiser and Binaca. crooned Giles, attending his 
Young women tucked shirt- · seventh show. 'This is an~outlet 
tailsintotheirpantsandcasually for deviant · fee.lings." His 
tousled their hair. Young men somber gaze defied laughter. 
adjusted elastic garter belts and - When The Rocky Horror 
self-consciously hiked up droop- Picture Show starring , .Tim · 
ing brassieres'. Both sexes ba_!- · Curry,' Susan Bai-o'hdon and 
anced on· high heels. with var- Barry Bostwick was released in 
ying , degrees of skill. Just . 1975 critics despised it and box 
another midnight showing_ of office returns were unremar- participation film. The primary 
The Rocky Horror Picture kable. The movie is a musical _ attraction for viewers is the 
Show. spoof of old science fiction and action and reaction-in the au-
., John Giles, a UNHj_unior and horror films, adapted from the dience. 
sociology major, tossed his sleek, · stage. Too bizarre for general . "Virgin! Virgin!" The taunt 
- shoulder-length hair with as . audience popularity becau.se of was directed at a slight dark-
much consc~o':1·~ sens~ality as it's blatafit portrayal of tran- haired figure in a silky white 
? ny , co
0
v_e r-g ~,rl- His bl~e-, -~rxµality ~nd __ h~~CRnisro, the film _ dress and red satin pumps. Dan 
shado~ed eyes flashed wtth picked up a devoted "cul(' · - Goucher, a freshman from Loi1-
come-h1the~ -~llure. Two h~mr~ following at midnight shows. donderry, was only a little 
of preparation had erased most_ . It is probably the first audience embarrassed by the ribbing. 
This was his first show, he 
expected it to be memorable. 
What really bothered Goucher, 
was that in spite of black lipstick 
and "prostitute pumps" people 
said he was the spitting image 
of Joanie Cunningham from 
Happy Days. "Nobody recog-, 
nizes me though," he. said. 
Steve and Dave, both seniors, 
both UNH Marching Band 
members and both sporting 
Frederick's of Hollywood style 
lingerie, had been planning this 
night for weeks. Although neith-
er student was afraid to be seen 
sweated off most of his make-
up; there were mascara smudges _ 
beneath his eyes. Students kept 
grabbing at him he said. "This 
is a very to'uchy-feeling crowd." 
-Two uniformed campus po-
lice officers patrolled the au-
dience. The neat ro'}vs of folding 
metal chairs had been pushed 
and rearranged into haphazard 
clusters and groupings. As com-
ing attractions rolled across the 
screen over-eage'r participants 
hurled -newspaper wads and let 
out war whoop_s. 
publicly in women's underwear, A student in a trench coat sat 
they refused to give their last in the middle of the audience, 
names to a reporter. Steve wants his chair isolated from -sur-
to work for the state department · rounding groups. Reaching into 
_after graduation. He wore bat- the paper shopping bag he 
tered pro-Keds with his acid pulled out a ,full roll of to ilet 
yellow bikini briefs because he paper. Working methodically, 
hadn't found higli heels in a size -. he ripped off long streamers and 
twelve. Steve's girlfriend Sha'ron flung them out 'into the crowd. 
was conservatively dressed in· No one took any notice. 
a sweatshirt and jeans. She took Midway through the feature 
the credit for Steve's get-up. "I most of the toast, rice, news-
wasted all my good mak~-up oo. paper and squirt guns were 
him and he's still ugly," she strewn across the floor. The 
giggled. audience shouted a few half-
This was Dave's twelfth hearted obscenities at the screen 
show. He was bare-chested but no one seemed to really 
-under a white tuxedo j.acket know the lines. The front rows 
which barely covered a lacy black _watched placidly as Giles, S~eve 
g-string. When Dave tried to and Dave took the s~age rn a _ 
thread his ·way through the burlesque accompanu~ent t~ 
crowd en route to the men's - "Sweet T,ranvestite." Tfie real 
room whistles and ·catcalls ~ show, the show id the audience 
her.aided hi~ progress. Dave had _ was over. 
News from the world o' music 
By· Arthur Lizie -
News, notes and noggin noo-
d.ltngs from the ever~changing 
world o'music ... The Psychedelic 
Fu.rs ended Mansfield, MA's 
G~_eat Woods' successful pre-
mfer season with a solid 100 
minutes of fun and lively pro-
gressive rock. The Thin White 
Fur leadman Richard Butler was 
energetic and unexpectedly ex-
troverted while the rest of the 
band flashily_ displayed th,eir 
pleasure at Pretty in Pink's 
Aw.erican show. The hulk of-the 
_wonderful and highly re.com-
mended show contained mate- / .. ·Only ijreathing" and· ~n ou·t.~ 1!-iichar1cteristically' non-guitar 
rial culled from 1984's Mirror · of-left field cover of the Left oriented single "Don't Get Me 
Moves and its soon to. be re - Banke's ''Walk Aw~y Renee." Wrong," with an album to 
leased follow-up. Highlights The. only bad part of the night's follow before Christmas. The 
-included "Sleep Comes Down" festivities was_ the excessive 45 sleeve shows only the ever 
from · the eye-opening Forever stupidity of the mostly college· tortured Chrissie H_ynde and 
Now.LP, "Shock" from the next age crowd. Even at AC/DC I di~ guitarist Robbie McIntosh with 
album and "India" from the · not witness "harp.yard antics like two uncredited new members. 
startling debut alb11m ... Boston's urinating under the seats, ex- The best drummer on a small 
O-Positive opened the show cess_ive drunkeness _at 8:00 pm kit Martin Chambers and Mach 
with 45 minutes of powerful and glaze,d· donut he~ds passing II bassist Malcolm Roster are 
,American (read: REM-like) -- out two rows 'behind rrie: These nowhere to be found. Even 
rock. Especially notable were are probably the same obriox- though these members didn't 
an extended version of "Weieht · itrons who complain about die, it has still taken almost 
of Days" from their debut rising concert ticket prices ... The three years since Learning to 
Throb_bing Lobstc~_r release - _ Pret.~~~ers haye r~le11seq_ a~ .. , -cra;wl t9,,r~\~>{P.. tpe ~~''\~!bum. 
, ~ 
In 1985' they played Live Aid 
Philadelphia and that's it ... Lead , 
BAD-man Mick Jones, he of few 
teeth, is foolishly collaborating 
with meathead extraordinaire 
Joe Strummer on the new Big 
Audio pynamite project. Why?! 
'This is B.A.D. was delicious and 
enticing while the Clash's Cut 
the Crap is bargain bin material 
a la Peter Frarhpton's follow_- . 
up to Play_ Live. Let's hope . · 
Chairman Strummer doesn't ~ 
foul up another grea~ band,- ~, 




By Susan Mudgett The course 1s located in Hud~ 
Laying flat against the cool son, NH nor' far from Benson's 
ground, propelled only by the Wild Animal Farm. "You can 
:·,, push off momentum of his feet - hear the elephants in the back-
. and toes, Marine Second Lieut- ground," said Yurcak. "It gives 
enent John Yurcak inched for- you that real-life safari atmos-
ward in the cover brush. Rain phere. The game can be played 
.- _ came down; Be'd _in,ove but oflly by anyope ·18 years -br older~. 
when the wind picked up, know.:·· . ~-very . i:nan -receives a paint 
·' ing that the en:ell,ly coufol not .. pellet pistol, a hols_ter, .a bel~, 
~ detect his . slight 'moyements · an ':'ammo" pouch,,· 30 rounds 
through· the blend of crackling of ammunition ( water soluable 
leaves. geletin capsules filled -with 
Within fifteen minutes at this washable red paint), two CO2 
1pace Yurcak had made 'his . way cartridges which power the gun, · 
just over· the top of _the hilL g_oggles" -and an armband to 
"Through the-ferns I could see iderttify ·each team. 
their heads," said Yurcak "I had · Each player prepares for 
them and their flag within se:Ven battle with the it own camou-
feet before they even noticed · flage outfits, paints, and some 
me!" Someone shouted "I got have further bush disguises. 
one!" But before they had time _ Yurca],( gathers both teams,' after 
to strikeY-urcak had already' equipping .them with the needed 
aimed and shot. Direct hit to gear, arid makes hi-s routine 
the center chest. A good "kill." speech on the rules of play. The 
" Danger heightened as four other 9bj,ect: to capture the other 
"Red Warriors" jumped from t_eam's flag and to return to_ 
their hidden post positions to home base with it first. He 
protect their side from defeat. describes the rules of "killing":_ 
Realizing he was outnum- tw~ hits to the appendages~ 
-· be~ed Ylircak had time to pull you're dead, one hit to the 
·. -back about twenty yards. Four sternum, abdomen, or groin-
of his metj wece -stationed t!}ete you' re dead. Any head hit is not 
~ to cover him as he came in with counted. When -you've been 
the gunfire at his back. U npre-:- "killed," put your gun on yoµr 
pared for the ·ambush, all three head and return to the assembly 
assailants went down with an area. 
accurate th~ee-rounds of gunfire. After the prepping both 
"That was- <). close one," said teams head off swiftly in oppo-
Yurcak as bis troop captured . site dire-ctions to find the best 
the other team's base position · place to hang thei~ flag. ''It's 
and brought the opposition's · great to watch them pick a base, 
flag back home to victory... I've seen some pretty good _ 
This was • not a recounted locations!" said Yurcak. The· 
military drill practice or a scene blow horn sounds and the play-
from the "Rambo" se'ries. John ers begin. . · 
Yurcak, a senior Political Yurcak is dressed in "cam-
Science maj~r at UNH, i's en- mie" pants and cap. His boots 
listed in the marines, but he are black and worn. His hair . is · 
wants action-filled happenings cut to regulation. The orily thing 
like this to be experienced by that now distinguishes him 
anyone who likes teamwork and from the other players is the 
the excitement of the game · bright red t-shirt that he wears, 
strategies. _ displaying "Marines" in bright 
Yurcak started "The Ultimate yellow lettering. He stands out 
Outdoor Survival Game of NH" easily -as the referee. Yurcak 
' the first week in June of 1986. likes to watch the different 
Hewrotetothecompanytofind groups' games, but says he 
out the cost of starting such a would rather play. 
game. Then he dove head first The second lieutenant's jaws 
into co-ownership with a friend. and teeth are only slightly 
~ '? As co-partners, each is in charge opened a:s he speaks to the 
- of booking as many weekends players. He apologizes and says 
as possible. "We started off later that he had his wisdom 
slow, but now we're starting to teeth out, all four, yesterday. 
get the reJmtation by word of He'd be out for days from the 
mouth from the people who've other exp~riences people had 
played-and loved it," ·said warned him about. "I went out 
Yurcak. He wants to_ go out of last' night; without painkillers 
his way to make sure people or anyd;1ing," Yurcak said, 
have a good time, because if they Yurcak's been interested in 
do they'll brin_g others back. · the militarv. ever since he can ART ___ _ 
_ ... Gripe: the playing ot .Frank 
, Sinatra songs as exit music from 
concerts. There's no reason for 
this. Frank's old, boring and has 
people's knee caps broken as 1 
a hobby-. Give me a muzak 
version of Alan O'Day's "Un-
dercover Angel" anyd~y instead 
of "My Kind -·of Town"... _ 
_ Ireland's hottest quartet since 
St. Patrick and the Scarred 
Snakes Trio, Ui sfiould mosey 
on around to releasing a follow-
up to 1984's The Unforgettable 
Fire by January 1987. The album 
seems Jo be taking a more earthy · 
R&B sound. Daniel Lanois, who 
has produced the last two Peter 
Gabriel studio albums is twirling 
the dials in the producer's booth 
while Jon Ekstrom disciple . 
Brian Eno is acting as executive 
(continued frnm page 15) . 
House went up on Sunday. Da,n 
Cormier-, John Knowles ari·d 
Gr~g Kobifar-csik call them-
, selves ~'Th.~ Sacketeers." Thfy 
joined forces with five other 
m_en ''t_o make up the yellow 
' team:: ' 
· By the end of the five battl~s 
played every man knew who_ the 
other was by the way · th~y 
reacted under pressure. The 
men regrouped · baak at rt1e 
assembly area, they joke a9d 
revealed their paint pellet 
wounds,_ or bragged that they 
went untouched. ' · -
"It's a lot better than war. rt' s 
· competition and fun, not ven-
genac~ and killing," said Wil-
liams. He thinks that this game 
has great potential as a gr6y_p 
promoting resource for UNH 
students. , -
Dan Cormier, a freshman at . 
UNH, is the head referee when' 
he's not doing battle. 'This ar~-a 
is iq:eal for the game," Cormier 
said. The game is played on 
twenty acres 'out of a possible 
sixty. The course is marked "as 
a square and the terrain ranges 
from rocky ledge to flat'sparsely ' 
wooded bush. "You don't -get 
bored with it," said Ytircak. · 
. "You can start the same garri~ 
twice and it won't be the same 
at all; there are too rr:i.-ani 
variables." There is so much 
-land that the minimum nuri-iber 
of people playing is kept ,i!t five 
per team and · the maximuri) 
number (for equipment limits) 
is fifteen per team. Three refe-
rees aI.e posted, one at each base. 
point, a·nd the head referee 
follows the action.. ·. · 
(Photographs court~sy of M magazine) 
"the adrenaline pumps when . 
you' re reloading behind a tree; 
and suddenly a pellet breaks on 
author, an insurance salesman a tree not a foot · beside you-, 
from Utah, who seemed to have splattering loudly next to your 
a sixth sense about the way the · ear," recounts Williams. The 
military functions. . . exciting chatter of the troops 
remember. He'd always wanted 
to be an officer; but he wanted 
to go to school too. "I just had 
to find program that incorpo-
rated both," said Yurcak. He is 
now the only commssioned 
marine attending the U niver-
sity. Gaining his second lieut-
enent status in only two years, 
Yurcak has learned to respect 
rank for its experience,..-not its 
label. "There are privates 'in the 
corps that have been through 
the war. ,I'm not going to go 
ordering them around," said 
Yurcak. -
. Military odysseys line the 
· shelves of Yurcak~s room at 
school, His favorite "The Hunt 
for Red October," a novel with 
an uncanny sense for realistic 
· details on the defection of_ a 
Soviet submarine, is at the front 
ofthe top shelf. He admires the 
. dally released. The English 
· Bear's "Save It for Later," Roger 
Daltey's "After the Fire,". "I Put 
a Spell On You," and "Barefoo-
tin"' are all pulled from -Town-
send's excell~nt Deep End-
Brixton Academy Concert video 
cassette ... If you want a copy of 
·the Smith's non-LP, non-USA, 
12" "Panic" snatch it up quickly \ 
"Rambo is not my favorite as they assemble their next 
film. I like the traditional greats game· is a sure give-away to 'the 
like Clint Eastwood and the fact that this is all in the spirit 
Duke," said Yurcak. When the of fun. 
weather permtts he is seen as · Yurcak said that he loves to 
a slight blur as he makes the trek see other people having harm-
from school to home and back less, but competitive fun. He 
on the newest of his "toyst a said that the game must be 
N~nja 650 speedbike... · , looked at beyond the fact that 
For UNH students who got it's played with guns. When 
a chance to feel the excitement these specia:lly designed pieces 
nf the Survival game that Yur- of equipment are taken out of 
qik believes should be more context it starts to be a matter · 
widespread. Strategy an _ma- of morals, Yurcak believes. The 
ncuvering skills are 
1
gr_eat . Survival game is for everyone 
strengths in the Surviv<\l game. · and a·nyone, who is willing to 
"Teamwork is the important . try. It sharpens the senses and 
thing," said' Chris W_illiam~, builds team and self awareness. , 
. sophomore at UNH. A three "It's like noth_ing· else you'll 
member team from Sackett , ever experience;" says Yurcak. 
• prodl!cer. The Edge is also 
working on a sound track ... UK 
Sub Shoppe have been _dormant 
on the live front after their 
whirlwind summer world tour. 
Th~ new tape So What. if She's 
Dumb, She's Cute has been 
selling steadily and is receiving 
rave reviews. ·"Best .pew mus-ic-
since Marshall Crenshaw or the 
Beatles," says Bedford NH's 
rock and roll source Dano ... That 
Fab Five from Liverpool Frankie 
Goes to Hollywood release their . 
second Island LP on October 20 
while those bald, energetic and 
dancable nuts who call them·::. 
selves Shriekback' release their · 
new contribution to the music 
scene the same day. FGTH 
honor their home city with 
Liverpool and Shriekback_ ven-
tures _into the Big Night ... Those 
live Pete Townsend tracks that 
you've been· hearing on the radio 
. will supposedly not be-commer-
as rumor has it they'll be scarce 
on the shores ... and finally, 
unfortunately, there is no solid 
news on ~obert Tepper but the 
old grapevine has it that he is 
recording a follow-up to his 
smash debut which featured 
"No Easy Way Out." I'm a 
Tepper, you're a Tepper, 
wouldn't you like to be a Tepper 
_ too? Be a Tepper. · 
Michael O'Malley and Tony Carnes in Dr. Faustus, which is 
playing next week, Oct. 7-11. 
. I 
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· by Berke _Breathed 
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MUB 
(continued from page 2) 
Hampshire and Vermont. 
"The program -here has been 
very successful,".· said Stearns . 
'.'Sometime this year, possibly 
at Christmastime, we will collect 
our 9p,ooo pint." , 
The MUB holds about four 
five-day long biood drives a year. 
.Faith Zoi-no, 20, s-its at the 
resting table eating a tuna 
sandwich and drinking milk. · 
She has just donc,tted her q.inth 
pint. 
"I always give blood. I realized 
how importarit it is after a friehd 
of mine got in a bad car accident 
and needed a lot of blqod,", she I 
said. · 
Outside . the room .. po a table, 
some 50 names of people who 
donatecl appear on a list: Jt. i~ 




(continued from_page -3) 
of non;iinat~?ns t~ey will !eceiv~.. / 
The comml(tee 1s lookrng for 
a "really good teacher in the 
same sense that Professor Lind-
.. . berg was a good teacher." · · 
"We wiU use Prof~ssor Linq-
berg as a model, and hope to find 
someone whose character comecS 
as clbse to the mystique he had;'.' .. 
said Jones. . . · t, 
Nominations should be writ;-
teo· st.atements .including ah 
explanation of why the indiviq-
,ual deserves the award: Norn- -
ination forms are available frotP 
the College of Liber~l Arts {µ 
Murklan.d and must be :submit-
ted by Oct. 15. , ,. 
!ii! 
.. , . 
• • • • • • ; . .... \ ••• · • • ••• ~ • ~ • ~ • u ••• ~ • 
. .. .Nishiki/ Trek 
. . Capnondale · .. •·· 
Bic_ycle Sale . ,. 
3eneral Use: 
. / ~Sport 
.. Trek 500 . 
Trek 520 " . . . 
. 
Racing: . . . 
.• Olympic . International . . 
Cannondale 
· iieg . Sa le 
$280 $229 
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Durham Bike\ . 
868-5634· 
HOURS: 
, Monday '- Friday 9-5 
Saturday 9-12 
.. . . . . . 
······~········ ·····~··· ··~~ -- · 
'\ 
/ . \ 
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L ___ He_l_P~-a-nt_e_d..a.,_, _7,J· [ u 1 
Interested in earning extra income? Boston 
Herald home delivery routes available on 
campus. Call 1-800-225-2334 
BARTENDING COURSl;:-Evenings. Call 
or write for,Free Brochufe. Tel 659-3718. 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main 
Street, Newmarket, NH 03857 ' 
Part time salesperson to merchandise and 
sell ski fashions and sportswear. Applicant 
·must be a skier. Apply in person at Putnam's 
Ski and Sports, 990 Lafayette Rd., Ports-
mouth. -
Earn$$$. Travel free with Nev/England 's -
most exciting co-ed French Connection 
Line . Represent Party Time & Travel on 
-- our Montreal Weeken,ds '86. Call us for 
more details at the PT& T Hotline (617) !338-
8839. Call No-w!!! 
No Work Study Required: Handicapped -
Services . has immediate openings for SERVIC_E_S _________ _ 
Academic Aides for disabled students . Explore music in my new Durham studio: 
Duties include notetaking for _classes, voice, piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory 
assisting in lab work and library research. and sight-singing-individual and classes 
- $4.00 per hour, good GPA required. Contact - for all ages-25 years teaching experience. 
Len Lamberti, Dean of Students Office, Call Persis Ensor for more information 603-
862-2050 or 862-2607 _65_9_-2_7_2_1 ___ ~------
"' 
,i-
THE.FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
Oh where did you 9f}; 
h,m/ Vera? Cmere, you 
,-,+ e di·cKe'i),; ... Oh, he's So )====II=====-' 
, Vera! 
0 
-::::==:~:~;3~ lfl' }!:;, 
9 •30 ©1986 universal P,ess $yndic13te ,,.Y~ 
Seconds later, Mrs. Norton was covered with ink. 
nno 
For. Sale-1986 Honda VF 500 Interceptor . . 
3500 miles, excellent condition .. Includes 
helmet an.ct motorcycle cover . . $3000 
negotiable. Call 868·9859 ask for Mike r. • 
CONDO FOR SA_LE: Relax and enjoy all 
the amenities in this immaculate ·· 
bedroom condo. Fully applianced kitchen, 
lots of storage ;rnd closet space, plenty 
of parking , w/w carpet, A/C , a quiet 
residential area near downtown, minutes 
to UNH, laundry facilities and end unit $40 
Condo fee. $72,000 firm. Call (617) 438-
0049 
1979 Oldsmobile Cutlass Salen, excellent • 
condi_tion, practically flO rust. Runs well. 
$600. Cali Dave 868-1105 
1978 Dodge Colt. Standard. Runs. well. $400 
or best offer. 868-2628 even-
ings/ weekends 
83 Subaru GL Hatchback, sunroof, 5 speed, 
excellent condition-$3895. Call evenings 
868-2468 
1981 DATSUN 310-Meticulously main~ 
tained, one owner, new muffler, front tires 
and brakes, AM/ FM cassette. $3,000 or 
best offer. 7 48-1032 
'68 Pomtiac Tempest. Old_, but .reliable. 
Asking $400. Call 868-1280 
76 Honda Civic, good mileage, needs some 
bodywork, $200, 868-2329 
1978 Datsun F-10 Stationwagon, 4 speed, 
AM ffM cassette, runs well ; need? some 
repair. $495 or best offer. Call 207-439-
3546 (eve.) 
' 1981 Chevy Citation, Auto, P/S, P/B, 
AM/FM, rustproofed, new exhaust, only· 
51 ,000 mi, $2,300 or best offer. Call 224-
1251 anytime. 
.__ __ P_e_rs_o_na_ls_. _ __,] [-! 
AGR Rhomate f:lizza Rush! Come find out 
what a little sister program is all about from 
5-7 this Wed. at Alpha ~amma . Rho 
·Fraternh/Oci'n1 miss it! 
Have any new ideas. for the Niche Coffee-
·house? Let us know this Thursday at 5:30 
at the Niche (Devine 7L) 
RESUMES-First impressions count. Make 
· a great presentation at your next jnterview. 
Call Teresa at'ycmr Mclnto~h .Personnel 
742-.8325 . 
Don't !nisi it! 2nd Annual Graduate School 
Fair. Thursday, October 9, 1986. Strafford 
Room MUB. Over 45 schools represented 
DAD! HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Love , Cherry , 
Holly and Chip - , ' 
"Rock and Roll : A Search for God"-A multi-
media presentation on t~e most influential 
mu:;;ic in history. ~arum Room, library, 
Thursday, Oct. 2 at 7:30 p.m. 
Is Graduate School for you? Check out 
'the Graduate & Professional School Fair-
Thursday, October 9, 1986. Strafford Room, 
MUB. Over 45 schools ar.e repres~nted!! 
How woul.d y.ou like to have the world 's 
Dan-You are such a sweetheart! I don't fastest grow[ng newspaper delivered to 
your dorm room? Interested? Call Boston 
know what I would do without you! I'm sure 
that the future will be as. wo'nderful as the . Herald Home Delivery 1-800-225-2334 
last four months; "Thank God for softball!" The Niche C0ffe_ehouse needs your input 
I l,ove you-;rnd "O" too! -Mick and i9eas on pu,blicity, performers, man-
Andy; We're psyched to have you and your 
Janet J. tape. Wine and Winston (wear your 
robe!) Love, your roomies 
"Rock and Roll-A Search for God" Dimond 
Lib~ary, Forum Room. Thursqay, October " 
· 2, 7:30 p.m. 
Lonely husband in Apt. R 1 1 /2 is feeling 
rejected arid would enjoy an extramarital 
affair with an energetic woman. 
SLUGGO-You California Boy! Ypur sun-
drenGhed looks make your baby-blues 
even more irresistable! Guess Who? 'Sand 
Donna-I am so psyched that you will be 
knee-deep in Broo.ks Brothers boxer shorts 
next weekend_! Does the. man with the 
Porsche have a friend with ari Alpha 
Romeo? 1 ·told you that you could hold me 
personally responsible for this one! , 
Jo my family at 260 Tepby: How is Buffy? 
I miss good old Delmar. Are you going to 
roll out the red carpet for me when I come 
home in October? Did you have a good 
time in Briartliff? I'm sorry I missed the. 
big bash. I love you: KER 
KATIE you old lady you! Happy Birthday 
to my favorite banshee! 
MANCHEST.ER-ITES: I'm looking t.o com-
mute with someone from ·Manchester to 
Durham on M, W, F. Will share expenses, 
Call K~ith Connors at 625-8653 
agement. We're meeting Thursday at 5:30 
in the Niche (Devine 7L) · 
The · spiritual · roots of contemporary music 
examined-Forum Room~ library, Thursday, 
Oct. 2, 7:30 p.m. . 
No Work Study Required: Handicapped 
Services has· immediate openings for 
AcadeQ1iC Aides for disabled students:-
- Duties include notetaking for classes, 
assisting in lab work and library research. 
$4.00 per hour, good G-PA required. Contact 
. Len Lamberti, Dean of Students Office, 
862-2050 or 862-2607 
ADOPTION: We're a loving happily married 
couple, ac~demic physician and psychol-
ogist. E~ger to adopt white newborn. 
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942 , 
If you ar~ forced to have-sex .' sexually 
as_saulted or raped and would like to ta,lk 
to a woman . who has been trained _ to help 
in those situations, call 862-1212 day or 
night and ask for a Rape Crisis Counselor 
"Rock and Roll-A Search for:God'' Forum 
Room, Dimond Library, 'Oct. 2, Thursday ' 
at 7:30 p.m. Don't miss it! 
DSS #6 - I have this incredible need to 
give you a BIG HUG .and a KISS: Please _,.... 
come over if you can spare the time!!! .. .PBT 
· Number 88 -:- You're such a cutie! (Even 
with the leg brace!) 
Nothing to do on Saturday nig,ht? Join the Joe and Bill-. I'm sorry about the personal 
Niche ·co·ffeehot:Jse staff. We're meeting · in Friday's paper. It was only meant to be 
this Thursday at 5:30 in _the Niche (Devine a joke. Don't be mad at me for too long. 
7L) Love., Krissi,P.S. EveryO(ll3 else thought 
. . it was funny - even Liza! 
MANCHE_SJ E~-ITES: I'm looking to c-om- , · ---'•' ------ -.-------
mute with someone from Manchester to · Liza-Ybu wild and crazy managing editor. 
Durham on M, w, F. Will share e~penses. I miss you not being arot,Jnd-stop in and 
Call Keith Connors at 625-865'3 see me. Cheer up. Love, Krissi. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE .-.. er .,, .. _,_· .. ---- ... 
?~ . . 
~ .,. -
1 •• ·- ....... ,.~ 
......... 
-A Dovertradition 




Jack. Ha1ttton1 onjtita( luncfteoneffe !97i-~:? __ 
Dinner Daily ... always featuring a special 
· Garden Fresh Salad Bar 
1'0% discount on all meals with valid ID 
__ Lounge open until. legal closing 
Ma§~ei: Charge American Express 
· 1s. Third ·street . 7 49-4585 
HORSE TRIALS 
Saturday Green Acres -Drew Road 
~~ __ ,.,_, .. ~ ~ 
Dover;' N.H . . 8 am-3 pm · 
C!HKO~S'~ ~illl~!NWtJflf ANfil 
~WA1!11JlfUB 3JN:LUJ.JJN~ 
· . ·. · Stinday {t){!li] 5 
'uNH Ligh?Horse Ctr. Mast Road Durham; N:H;
1
, .ff am-4 pm 
Free Admission 
(1 
~ A i,i 0:0 c{,io q'o' cfo·'b "o A ~ .. A)i c{D O} ,~'E!~ -~~: ~~!~~ i ~,~ ~~- ~~~·;,f,{aii'Cf,~~~ ~~-•; ~-~~, ~ -~· -~ ,. r•~~ : _i ,, C ,,,, _ _ ~~ i .-, -·~ • 
~ ' We a// have . times when lifi br)ngl~ul ). ~~,-':'~::;~;,\ .. ~-~~-,~~:~~-..... 
We feel sad, . , .~ 
. We fe-elmad, · ',· · 
qr angry, crdssed, · 
depressed or perplexed... : · 
And we don't know where to turn~,.. · 
And only if we co·uld talk to someone. 
Someone who li~tens, · · 
someone who cares. , 
-CD-A30 COMPACT DISC PlAYER 
· _ Insulated 'floating mechanism • Three beain 
laser pickup• 36 track randoni program-
ming• Music search/index search/ A-B re-
peat • Subcode terminal for video 
~- applications • Disc center support system • 
Quick access of tr~ck selection 
. I 
someone· our. own age who can relate 
to the problems that affect us all SUGGESTEO RETAIL $2'99.95 
· from 'time to time ... _ 1 · 
Well -w9uldn't you 'know? SA.LE PRICE $169.95 
· Help is just a phone cal! away. 
E ve~o/' eve~~-~~ {~o~ 6 · f-~ lo 
~-
.. , ~62-22q_3 ·· 
M-~ ~ ~l.tM -~ NH 
1 ~goo-t;g2-7341 -
,Wt ~ •• M/t ~ ... 
. \ 
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST 
IN :rHE BIG RED BARN SINC-E 1975 
ONLY·ATTHE NEW AUDIOPHILE 
. -US ·RTE 1, NO. H.AMPTON, NH ~ 
• AUEIOPHILE< 
122 LAP'AYETTE RD. 
U. S. ROUTE I 
. NORTJi HAMPTON 
N. H. 03882. 
.964--'7115 · 
The best ·way to reach 
10,000 .peo.ple ·is through 
the clilssifieds 
. . 
' . . .. . ------------------------------------.--------:"------------.---------~-
: · . -Personal-For Sale-Help Wanted-Services-~ousing-Lost & Found-Rides-Travel-Yard Sales-Sports · 






RATES: $1.00 for 20 words per insertion 
Each additional run: $1.00' · 
All ads MUST be prepaid 
To Run __ -Times 
\ ' 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE_ TUl;SD~y. SEP"fEMBEf3 30, 1986 PA~E TWENTY-ONE 
says something/conr~:f tt1l~ih~tk, . . . . . 
Op. Oct._ 9 at 1 P·1P'::·1•in_-,tb~-,,; Tn ;th~;-f.11.i:tiridh;e ·:_~n_d~rgra~-- -· 
SuUiyan.Room of the MUB;' the· ,- ua'te'·eConomic society ' bn . 
clu:b:will debate the Nucleai;:.Test . Gramm Rudman will be debat-
Ban:rhe Soviets have not tested ' ~d. Also planned is a·n · admin_-
a bdmb. in a year and two j:,tration/ ~-tude:nt debate· on, the 
rilon·r:hs1 whereas the U.S. will. current drug -_poli~y . . · · 
have ;tested 20. The 20th testi_ng . , : ·_The Peb~te Clµb m.eets every_ 
· will take place today in Nevacia _ ·,Mop.pay )n, thG SuJlivan Room · 
and /will be felt in a 100 mile of the.MUB ·at. s·;l.5 p.m. . ·_-
.:&: ,;, ' . . ., '· '\...' . . ··' / . 
., • l;.._ i: ·., ,,. ,. 
~&, 
WE DELIVER 
Oven fresh pizza, 
spaghetti, sg,lads, subs! 
~~Wlii '. 
"e,Ji ':lu f/,u Ouu . . . - . , ,. . 
-- · . :. Ji Wtli_ 1,e ~ -~~ q/Jf,:A~( 
: ., -- . ~ : -~Group- .discounts Jor 
,. Te1· ·868'-222'4 '•. . .:. .. _;  ;: , ... , .. , .... -- , ~ ., 
.__ · . _ _ ... pa.rt1..es over 10 . . _ 
....; , ____ • _,·, .- · --~ . - r· •.,. ''..· - ·, .. "·:,•_-------· - -
1!
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No Extra Charge 
ff.In by noon-ba:ck by five" 
REPRINTS"' I.N 
DAYS~ 
WHY_ WAIT A WEEK OR TWO? 
*Service usually available. Subject to change. 
, ,>, • •• a..• .~_ ... ···;. ::;,J ~,..,_, .. · : .. r· · ,-- ~ · .,. ·_;),.,,._.·- - "t'"' :•"' .:::. ,, .. 
- RE.S,UMES: ._ 
Electronically Typed_ 
$18.50 includes . 
Typing,. Selection ~(Iiap~:r :•a:nd.-~~~~lop~~ _·: - ,--;;,, 
'· t~: ~t ,: 
\ , 
2'5 coJjles: *25 e~velopes *25 e~tra ~heets DtP.c~-1?~.r 
.- ,
2 
{ <;b,qri_ge.!, e~sily made witf/~pu.r) year.1l'f,emflrJJsio.rag~).:;t,: -,· _· 
{_::·;,,,·~--: .. J.''. •. i'C,i ;_. Open Monda,.~~Friday 8:30:.~S:OO · - -· · ":·_ ,,- .-
d J I - , 
-, l1urham Copy-. 
,. '·.,{. . . \ · . . , , 
Jenkins Court 'Durhani, NH• 868~ 7031 
'; 
I 
A wardrobe es-~entiai-for c~mpus, bur soft yet deac;:lly ,;;• -0 
26 inch i(ttle skirr fs i 1shioned: to take you to classes .. 
or t9 a , weekend blo.w-out Dre~sed up with a silk 9louse 
or-c;:_ooled down with a denim jacket, it is as versatile as 
you are, 
Choose from fire red, s~eel grey -or jet black. 
Junior sizes from 3/4 to 13/14. Limited time . I . .. 
, purchase. Order now! 
· A GREAT "OUT OF AMERICA" VALUE AT ONLY 
.$55. EACH " 
END CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 
$99~ FOR2 
MC, VISA, AMEX ORDERS CALL 
1-800-52 J-1230 
TOLL FREE 
Ask about our "Out of America" T-shirts 
. i 
---
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--WOMEN'S SOCCER--
(continued from page 24) 
furthet damage. 
Much of t_he same f_Qntinued 
· in the second half of play . .The 
Wildcats applied heavy pressure -
on MacCaull, but to no avail. 
Maura Naughton and~ Amy 
Brimblecom had golden scoring 
opportunities denied. 
It was only a matter of time 
before the Wildcats would strike 
again though. Ellen Weinberg 
was tripped from behind by a 
Rhode Island defender, and 
UNH was granted a penalty 
kick. The 'Cats sent sophomore 
Nell Gharibian to the line for 
the one on one confrontation 
against- URI's MacCaull. Ghar-
ibi'an was victorious in the 
showdown, booting the ball just 
inside the left post, giving UNH 
. some breathing room with a 2- · 
0 lead. · 
Weinberg put a night cap on 
the party at 40 minutes and 50 
seconqs by taking a Kim Shaw 
pass amid defender-s_and tucking 
it just inside the left post. All 
Wildcat boosters went home 
happy. . , 
UNH s~opper Janene Tilden 
. refused to 'let URI spoil her bid 
for a third shutout of the season. 
At one point the Rams came 
alive and fired a series of shots 
at Tilden. Th~ sophomore keep-
er would have none of that 
though, denying the URI threat. 
· In all the Rams teste4 Tilde n 
seven times. The shutout lowers 
her goals against average to 
0.75. 
1\long with her goal Ghari_-
bian added a nicely played 
defensive game io her arsenal. 
Eileen Corrigan andJackie Neff 
also contributed some sturdy _ 
defense. Off~nsively, the Wild-
cats drilled URI goalie MacCauU 
20 times . The hustle of Sarah 
Stokes was also an offensive 
treat. 
This was a sweet _ victory for 
the W-ildcats, but things d~m't 
get easy on the road ahead. The 
s_quad faces nationally ranked 
Boston College tonight at 7':30 
at BC. Pierce and her teammates 
realize the challenge ahead of 
them. "Our ·team is really start-
ing to communicate well on the 
fi_eld and play together well. 
That is what we are going to 
need to do as we meet these good 
teams. We really have to pull 
together." 
.We Salute --- ---FIELD HOCKEY--------
The 
Red Sox 
y Rick Kampersal 
Pinch me. Am I in the middle 
f a dream, or have the 1986 
oston Red Sox actually ans-
ered my 11-year-prayer and 
on the· division title? Fans 
round these parts haven't 
xperienced a weekend quite 
ike this one fo'r a long time. Too 
ong. ~ 
On Saturday Bruce Hurst 
urled his fourth shutout of the 
ear in leading the Sox to a 2-
victory, thus reducing the 
magic number to 1. A win 
unday would set the Hub in a 
frenzy. . 
Underneath a clear blue sky 
n a crisp September Sunday 
fterqoon, the Sox had the game · 
· n hand before the shadows even 
bought about creeping in. 
wight Evans smashed a Jim 
lancy offering onto the Mass 
urnpike in the fourth inning 
or all the runs/ they would need. 
There is no place like Fenway 
ark on a sunny afternoon and 
the fact that the games meant 
so much made the atmosphere 
almost emotionally unbearable. 
The whole group of us, diehard 
. Sox fans, sat in the bleachers 
both days, a'nd by the _time 4:00 
rolled around on Sunday, our 
voices were gone. 
The atmosptiere on Sunaay 
was magical. We sat in the very 
fast row of the bleachers,, 600 
feet from homepfate. A friend 
brought his glove. Babe Ruth 
died years ago and I haven't seen 
a cannon recently at Fenway, 
I explained to him. 
1986 was a special season all-
around. From Roger Clemens' . 
historic 20-strikegut g_ame to 
Jim Rice's courageous charge 
into the Y ank~e Stadium stands, 
the Sox provided many a -thrill. 
_ They were picked to finish fifth, 
in the division. Well, the Sox 
had a ball proving the pessimists· 
wrong. They possibly have the 
Cy Young Aw~rd winner, Most 
Valuable Player, and Manager 
of the Year. · 
The last time the townies 
generated this type of/enthu-
siasm W<!S 1978; the year the 
hated Bronx.Bombet's took a one 
game playoff _ when a runt 
·named Bucky Dent hit a homer-
un and broke our hearts. In 1975 
the BoSox made it to the World 
Series against the Cincinnati 
Reds. I was at The Game-the 
sixth game when Carlton Fisk · 
hopped down the first base line 
after hitting one_of the most 
important homeruns in World 
Series history. However, a runt 
named Joe Morgan knocked in 
the series winner ir:t game seven 
and severed championship 
hopes. "Runts" have been a 
nemesis o'ver the years,. 
Boston was abuzz on Sunday. 
' Vendo~s exuberantly hawked 
· their greasy goods and Red Sox 
fever was high. People were 
everywhere, Oil Can was pitch-
ing, and the sun was shining. 
What more could a fan ask for? 
We initiated many cheers 
with our wall-banging fists, and 
of course, the "wave" was 
executed to its paltry. perfection. 
The Red Sox had plated ten runs 
before the sixth inning was over, 
and . Oil Can was in cruise 
control. On the e~ge of our seats, 
we watched Can pitch, 11 years 
of ant-icipation building. Oh, 
how long we had been waiting 
for this. 
Saturday, the Yankees were 
ma.thematically eliminated from 
the race. What a sweet bonus. 
Oil Can entered the ninth 
inning with a 9-run cushion. No 
problem. He struck out the first . 
batter. Th·e second batter 
popped out. One out to go. The . 
crowd was in a frenzy. The last 
Blue.] ay flew out to Bill Buckner 
and the game was ove( Rich 
Gedman sprinted out to the 
mound and hoi~ted Oil Can high 
.in the air. High fives were 
-exchanged. The fans released 
11 years of pent up frustration . 
and emotion. 
. . 
season: The play was initiated 
by Sh_elly ~obinson who fired 
a shot off a corner hit. The shot 
rebounded off the Penn State 
goalie and Peggy Bilinski fired · 
a second shot which also hit off 
the goalie's pads._ Mercier was 
there for the third and final shot. 
Karen Geromini scored the 
second.goal op. an assist fron:i, 
Robinson. Robinson crossed a 
ball in front of the Pe.nn State 
goal which Gerorriini _deflected. 
• .., • . • •• j 
1n. 
Penn State fought back 
throughout the first half and 
was awarded several -penalty 
· corners. The Wildcat defense-
held st~ong, however, and the 
half ended with UNH ahead 2-
0. 
Less than 45 seconds into the 
(cominu~d from page 24) 
second half, however, the score 
changed. Penn Sta~e rallied 
down the field to score on UNH 
goalie Michelle FlahneL The 
Wild.cats were shaken and the 
re-energized Lions gained an 
emotional edge. Penn State took 
advantage of this and scored 
another goal, 4:50 into the half, 
gaining new .life. . ~ -, 
The rest of the half was 
fought physically and aggres-
sively by.both.teams. UNH tried 
to put the ball in the net, but 
shots hit posts-, sailed just wide 
, of the. cage, and were barely 
clearea by the Penn State de-
fense . It seemed inevitable 
UNH would score. But the 
frustratio-n ~ontinued, as reg-
ulation time ran out. 
The battle carried thro{igp 
·nine minutes and ·eighteen 
seconds of a ten minute over-
time. Penn State then got a· fluke 
goal to put them up, 3-2. The 
Wildcats fought frantically for 
the final 42 seconds, but came 
away with their first defeat of 
the season. 
Although the disap.pooint-
ment is evident, the team is-not 
- letting this lost affect the rest 
of the season. As Assistant 
Coach Christy Morgan said, 
"This is just one more hill to 
climb t9 prove how good we 
are." Ttie team plays today at 
Dartmouth to start their climb 
back to the summit. "I,t is only 
when you stop trying that you 
fail." And not once, did the. 
Wildcats stop trying. · 
UNH catcher Keyin Sullivan slid~s into third base during fall b~seball action this past weekend. 
Coach Ted Conner's squad split -its doubleheader with St. Joseph's on Sunday.(Ronit Larone 
~~) ' 
-Thirty7"s.ix tpousan9 fans)eft 
their voi<,:es on the Fenway; gra~s 
yesterday, bt1t it y.,as more tpan 
worthwhil~. ln:'a city where the 
C,eltics /are the toast of the town 
and the Sox are annuail oats · 
it was sweet to see them lifted 
onto that pedestal. Red Sox,--we 
salute ou. · · 
,,,,--
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UMass Victim of 
- - -
· Hot ·Tennis Squad 
. By Rich Finnegan andscored an impressive 6-4, 
The women·• s tennis team 7.:. 5 decision. 
came back in style after being - Two freshmen girls who have 
swept by Dartmouth Thursday, really shined in :singles both saw 
with a 6-3 win over UMass on ·their records improve to 4-2 . 
. the road. Senior standout Ami Sta'cy Murgo, playing' fourth 
Walsh upped her singles record singles, was an easy 6-4, 6-2 
to 5-1 with a·6-0, 6-4-victory in -winner while Louise Martin. 
first single while new second posted a: 6..:3, 6-3 result in fifth 
· double team comprised of fresh- singles. .. 
men Liz Lern~r and Kathy La,urie Azavedo arid Jane 
Greland were terrific as they Stewa'rt teamed for a 6-2, 6-1 
cr~ised to a ·6-1; 6-1 straight set victory in third doubles to round _, 
wm. . out the New . Hampshire scor-
Coach Russ McCurdy was ing. The pair remain underseai-
impressed with the _poise of his ed in doubles play. . ·  
two freshmen and the play of As the Wildcats improved to 
his squad as a whole. · 4-2, Coach McCurdy admitted 
The wom~n•s tennis s9uad soundly defeated UMass, 6-3. Its record improves to 4-2.(Marcy 
Junior Jennifer Radden over- that the girls' bad loss . to Dart- , 
came a little adversity in her mouth helped them get fired J 
second singles match. ·Radden. up for UMass. He pointed out, · · { 
-popped a string on -her racket bowever, . that next week's { 
Myler photo) · , ~ in the middle of the first set and matches with Southern Connec- ··· , 
Men'STennis -Squad Ninth 
.· was .forced to borrow a team- ticut and Tufts will be a good •. i 
mate's.:. She rebounded nicely test.' l 
CrosS-Country 
Men Sprint to 2nd 
l . 1 
By S.~~phen Sko~eleff 
Coach Bob Berry took his . 
men's tepnis team to Albany, . 
N.Y. this past weekend to 
·participate in the ECAC's. The 
Wilacats were ope of 25 squad~ 
to show, and wheQ it was all over 
only eight of those teams' fin-
ished ahead of them. 
"Ninth place is nothing to 
scoff about," stated Berry, "This 
is an inexperienced team and 
· I'm very very -pleased with their 
performance. I ~as especially 
pl~as,~~L ~it~ Herlihy's and 
Nevils' .performances . . - - . 
. Fr_esqrpan Shawn: Herlihy 
demonstrated why he's the 
coach's pi_ck for number one 
·singles play when he glided 
through the first few rounds of 
play, and in the process left 
number three seed Paul Gaston-
. quay of Bates dazed and con-: 
fused: Herlihy upset Gastonquay 
6-4, 6-3 before falling w ·Ver-
mont's Lance Milner 6-2, 7-5 
in quaterfinal action. 
before Nevils himself disposed 
of Coast Guard's Steward Mer- _ 
rill, 6-4, 6-3. 
"It was the luck of -the draw 
tpat we played a strong Ver-
- mont team," recalled Berry, 
"Had it -been someone else we 
may have gone even ·turther.'' 
- Coach Berry looks forward to 
banging rackets later on in the 
season with this same Vermont 
· team, feeling "it'll be a real 
challenge but we can win." 
In doubles competition the 
senior ,: 'Cats .comb.ination o.f 
David Palumbo and Christian 
Seiberi: proceeded into play as 
the second seeded duo. The two 
executed' a stalwart effort and 
moved up to- the semi-finals 
before bowing to a Buffalo State 
tandem: of Jerry Moote and Ed 
Wagner7-6(7-3), 6-3. Palumbo 
and Seibert were no strangers 
to the sem•is action at the 
ECAC's though. They had been _ 
down that road three times. 
before and as freshmen , went 
to the finals. 
I 
Although ' these two seniors 
uted to the future of the UNH 
net men. "There's no question 
that these two have .rubbed off 
:on the rest of the 'team,"said 
Berry. · · 
Next year the team will 
consist mainly of sophomores. 
The coach explained that he was 
extremely optimistic· ab,out 
the future of his team. "For the 
past few years we've been very . 
·. strong, and with a good recruit.:. 
ing year-to 1go a,long with the 
young quality players we ha:ve, 
there -is no reason for that to 
change." 
Still, the.re is thi~ season to 
think of for the 2-1 Wildcats. 
The band will next travel to 
· Boston University to tangle 
with what Berry c;:alls the -cream 
of the crop. To beat the Terriers 
would be the greatest highlight 
of this young season for the 
'Cats, a season that already has 
many highlights: 
-.By Rich Finnegan . 
, The men's cross-country team 
put forth an outstanding per-
formance, as they placed second 
at a six team meet held Saturday 
in Maine. ,The 'Cats' had eight 
runners in the top 22 and two 
· in th,e top ten as they improved 
their record to 5-5. · · 
The University of Ne~ Bruns-
wick was the overall winner, 
finishing with 38 points while 
New Hampshire tallied 57. 
Colby rook third with 62 points, 
followed by Bowdoin (78), 
Southern Maine (132) and fi-
nally Maine Maritime (154). 
Coach Jim Boulanger was 
extremely impress_ed with his 
team's performance and pointed 
out ·that the 'Gats ran well as 
a t~am and did an excellent job 
coming from behind . . The 5 .1 
. mile course ;,as a difficult one; 
it had a lot of hills and led to 
a slower pace. However, the 
men really responded well to 
it, did their jobs and beat the 
teams they wanted to beat. -
The two captains led the way. 
Jim MacKenzie finished eighth 
' overaU while Scott Rhodes 
gra,bbed a .ninth. Peter Hammer 
finished up in the 11 spot while · 
Bill Scully, Randy Hall and Tim 
McNamara finished fourteenth; 
fifteenth and sixteenth to round 
out -the -µNH top six. Due to . 
a timer's error the official race 
times are unavailable. 
· Bo~langer hopes his team can 
now work on coming out harder 
as they prepare to battle arch 
riv!al Maine at home October 
10. 
Vermont ha-d the 'Cats 
number. in all singles play on 
this day. Freshman Mark Nevils 
also was eliminated by a Ver-
mont star, Paul Munson, but not 
will deparcat the close of this 
season, they've already contrib- ' 
--~ MAJOR BLOWOUT--
of a blowout. 
(continued from page 24) 
The third quarter saw UNH W-ildcats led 44-6 startiQg the 
. score 17 points on drives of 26 , fourth quarter. 
and 97 yards and saw Facey kick . Nothing but second and third 
a 37 yard field goal. Bowes began stringers Hlled both lineups 
_a slow personnel turn.:.over_, half · starting the fourth quarter. And 
· way through the third, as 66 of UNH's bench warmers were 
the 68 play.ers present dusted . hot-ter than Dartmouth's, as the 
off their butts and saw game 'Cats reeled off 28 points in the 
action. fi.nal quarter. 
Rich Byrne (4 of 6 for 49 Scott Perry started ·things 
yards) 1illed in for Jean with 8:05 with a 1 yard run, foliowed by 
left in the quarter, and Bowes defensive end Bob Murray's 30 
initiated.a simple offense. UNH yard interception return. Silk 
passed just six times the rest filled in for Facey and converted 
of the game, and continually ran the point c:1.fter; 'Banbury then 
up the middle. Bowes cannot made the first of his t-Ouchdowri 
be accused of running up the runs, this one from 18 y~rds. . . 
. score. The substitues were truly the 
"We r.an easy plays," said game heroes. And the Banbury-
Bowes. "But I can't tell my kids Silk tandem teamed for the 
to fall down." But Dartmouth · assault on the record book, third 
d.idn't accept UNH's gracious- strfog quarterback Mark Carr 
ness, seemingly searching for at the helm ~- Dartmouth long 
.. ways to lef UNH score. The · forgotten. · · 
-Golf Team· Wins 
The UNH defens~ smothered Dai:tmouth's running gam~J.but allowed a fourth quarter score 
for the first time thls se~son. w~~l T olme photo) . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
· last Friday displayed som'e of . on a par 72 course. Lastowka straigbdqr the Wildcats ove1 , 
this talent not merely in froht s~ored a 79 which was good -these. three . schools. 'Coach Bol t~~-
of one opponent, but three. ·"enough for third, one point shy Kullen· enjoyed the victory i . 
~y Stephen Skobeleff 
,,_ .. ..__ . . ~ 
There is • d'efinitely ta.lent 
Jeff J_.aCoille and Ericlastow- · of ·second .place finisher J irri · beaming "The scores we~e great ·. ,. 
ka led the way as the UNH - Lynch of St. Ans.elms.These two but wh'at ·made it even bett~ , .f 
Wildcats tri~mphed over Mer- contributed to .the '.Cats total was tha.t we scored _them on :' . 
rimack,whichhostedthematch, : scoteof 3.15. Merrimack fell 18 visiting COllrseagainstsoqi( ::J'. 
invoived in any team that boasts . .St. Anselms, and Bowdoin; ,. shy of this s,core/.securing a pretty,good·f~mpetition." P:i; . . J 
a 6-0 recor~. T,he lJNH golf LaCoi_He ·was the overall winner distant seco11:f1 :place ~tandi11.g: · .· t~am :wi.~1 p.exfscr~am for~ dif ;. + 
team supports such a re.cord, and qn tht$ ~ftemoon and shot a 76 ·'the sweep was the second weekaphe N~w .Ef1gla11-ds; ',}·: . J\ 
-~: >>· •: !·• 'li 
y '"'---'~~~'~~~~~'-----'"--'- . , ·: 
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Wildcats -Make Big Gree,n Blue Score 
_By Paul Tolme - · --- · ' 
66 
· -Hanover at the height of 
foliage s-eason; the . setting 
couldn't have been more s·erene 
for such an ugly_ II!assacre. UNH 
scored at will against the 
mistake-plagued Dartmouth 
squad, and the reaf competition 
didn't take place on the field,. 
but .in the record books. 
When second string placek- . -
icker Terry Sil½ .capped reserve'• 
fullback Matt Banbury's 1-yard 
scoring run with a poim-afrer.-
touchdown · in the final minute 
of play, the sixty-sixth point tied 
a UNH record. And the once ' 
mighty Big Green turned a 
shade of embarrassed red, match-
ing the foliage covered hills 
nestling Memorial Field. Final 
Score: UNH 66, Dartmouth 12. 
/Saturday's milestones include: 
• .Most_ points for UNH since· 
1936 when the 'Cats s'cored 66 -, 
versus Lowell Tech. 
• Most points scored against 
Dartmouth in 98 years, and 
more than the Big Green aL-
lowed in the en~ire 1970 season. 
• UNH quarterback Bobby 
Jean's ,four -touchdown passes 
tied a _!.Chool record. Jean left 
the game midway through the 
third quarter -- . 
• Chris Braune tied a UNH 
record with four touchdown 
receptions. UN11idide receiver ~hri_s _Braune tum~les into_ the endzone for a touchdown in the second qu~r~e; of S;turday;s ganie. The 
• UNH scored on its first four ; touc own s_eemed 51 nificant at the time, as It put UNH u 20-6.(Paul Tolme hotO') · · 
possessions of the second half. .da.sar~ three times pupted f1fter , th~,Y nee e . . · , · . · . .. • ---:;- , · · _ ., ~. -..,, . ... _ .. ·"'- £,,-
1 
. The game started hbrribly for th~~e impotef!t downs: . Frbm the second quarter on F1el'd· ··Hoo·ke T:, I , 
UNH though. On Dartmouth's . ~e weren,,t ex_.ecutmg_m the we pla~~d _virtually fl~wless · _ ¥ y _ · eam 
first play fr,om scrimmage, first quarter, said head -coach football, said Bowes. · , , -
quarterback Neil Gabianelli (14 Bill Bowes. "We were too tense . The i~sertion of freshman D = . 3 . 2 ·s· 
o_f 30 for 26~ yards, 3 intercep- and coul?n't hang onto the bal,L Norm For~ (14 rushes for 100 , .rop. S - . ummer-
t10ns) lo_fted a pass up the center It ~as,1!- t because we weren t yards) at tailback, and a patient, . ; - · 
of ~he field to extremely ql!,ick , trymg. , . _ , controlled passing attack By Kathy Daly 
split-end Craig Morton. Morton On UNH s first score, from opened the floodgates for UNH. 
caught the ball in full stride with the Dartmbuth 25 yard line.J'ean With Ford running for ·1ong Frus.tratiQg, ,was.Jhe .. hes-t ·way 
nothing but white lines and (12 of 23 for 186 yards) cour- gains,' the Dartmouth defense to~describe the game. A hard 
grass between him and the end ageously waited for Braune to could no longer key on Jean's fought game with the Nittany 
zone. He sprinted 75 yards for ?pen up and _too½ a heavy hit passing, and said Bowes "we hit Lions of Penn State ended as 
a 6-0 Dartmouth lead. _ Just after d~liverrng the pass. . the short passes· and picked up the UNH WiJdca't field hockey 
That play was no prelude of Brau~e spnilt~d fr?m t?e _15 the fullback out of the backfield. team's first defeac The loss 
how Dartmouth's day would go, yard !me ai:id dived Just rn,side We took what they gave us; drops their record to 4-1. 
as the Green would not score the ng~t-side marker. Facey's didn't throw many long passes." Confusion. Penn State 
again until only five minutes ·conver$ion was good and UNH The Wildcats scor~d once thought the game, slated for 
reqiained.in the ~ontest. led 7-6. . · . , more in the second quarter, . noon, to start at 1:00 p.m. After 
And while the Dartmouth _ Three mmutes rnto the se- driving 66. yards in five plays. a fnistrati-ng delay the game 
attack expended all of its en<;rgy contl quarter U~H commenced From the nine yard line Jean · starte,d, and an uncontrolled 
on the first play, UNH's offense the sconng dr~ve that turned . threw to Braune slanting to the · passing game led to ·uncon-
would sputter through the first ,th~ gan:ie upsi~e down, and right side of the endzone. After trolled play for both teams. Play 
quart_er, although it did score _ everyt?rng fell rnt,o place for ~ Faceyrnnversion UNH led 21- was hurried and unpoisea. 
once. Jean threw two intetcep- . the Wild~ats . The Cats drove 6, and there were mutterings· · Heightening thefrustration was 
tions, receivers repeatedly 74 ya-rds rn ten plays, and_ led MAJOR BLOWOUT a e 23 horrible officiating, as. the refe-dropped pa,sses and Nate Bal- 14-6. That was ~U the pornts · 'P g . rees made bad calls at bo!h ends 
Soccer-Women 
Roast Rams, 3-0 
By Paul Sweeney 
With a game recipe ;hat 
mixed a powerful offensive 
output with a pinch of tenacious 
. defense, the UNH women's 
_,. Soccer . team cooked up · a 3:-0 
crunching of the Rhode Island 
Rams last Saturday. The victory 
,,,_, gets the Wildcats back ·on . the 
winning tr;:ick and stands them 
at 3-1 on the season. · 
"We played o~r g·ame to"day," 
beamed co-captain Cindy Pierce. 
That game proved too much for 
~-- URI, as the Wildcats found 
nothing fough ,about these 
· Rams, Rhode Island mounted 
only one serious threat all game 
while UNH had a party at th~ 
URI end of the field. 1 -
Pierce was the first 'Cat to · 
get into the scoring aci'- with a 
goal at 16: 10 of the-first half. 
Playing with a heavily bandaged 
and braced right leg, Pierce took 
a long cross pass from Jackie 
Neff and popped it past URI. 
_goalie Melissa MacCaull to put 
UNH ahead 1-0. . 
. The score remained t}:iat way 
for the rest of the half, but if 
not for some luck and the play 
of MacCaull, URI may have 
found itself in a much deeper 
hole at the break. Among Wild- · · 
cat near misses was a Sarah 
. Stokes break away taken away 
by an off-sides call and a Jackie 
Neff cannon that hit the post. · 
Also, MacCaull came up big on 
attempts by UNH's Ellen Wein.: · 
berg and numerous corner kicks, ' 
allowing the Rams escape from 
WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 22 
UN H' 66 Dartmouth 1 2 
Brown 27 .. ,. URI 7 
UConn 17 Yale 12 
U.Mass 31 . ■- .- Northeastern 28 
Deleware 20 ... Richmond 19 
~Miami 28 · ... Oklahoma 16 
Denver28 
. . . ' 
Patnots-21 
of the field, The only solutio~ 
was to fight 'harder and play' 
· tougher. .. . _ . 
This i~ what the Wildcats.'.did. 
They ·tried .. They worked at 
establishing a g'ood passing 
game, and fought for all those 
loose_balls. But'sometimes work-
ing hard and trying your best 
just isn't good enough. 
i,JNH didn't dominate in .the 
- first half although they led 2-
0 at halftime. This is called 
taking ·advantage of ·scoring 
opportunities. 
L~ri Mercier put UNH up 1-
0 with her second goal of the 
FIELD HOCKEY, page 22 
Karl (5-2) · cooked up 
one more win than arch-
. . 
riva(Fritz (q.-3) in last , 
Friday's Morning Line. 
·Coach Bowes (5-2) also 
finished better th'an aver-
age. But yours truly (6-1) 
slated the best record and 
took the Old Grad's (5-2) 
$100 for the UNH 100 
Club. 
